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reziume
evrokavSirSi xelSekrulebis SemuSavebis procesi warmoadgens erT-erT
sakvanZo etaps integraciis procesis ganviTarebaSi. lisabonis xelSekruleba
iqcevs

gansakuTrebul

yuradRebas,

radgan

es

Tema

aris

evrokavSirSi

politikuri procesebis erT-erTi bolodroindeli aqtualuri sakiTxi.
zemoTxsenebul xelSekrulebas 2007 wlis 13 dekembers portugaliaSi
xeli moawera evrokavSiris 27 qveyanam, Tumca lisabonis xelSekrulebis
ratificireba erovnul doneze aRmoCnda is politikuri gamowveva, ramac
Seaferxa integraciis ganviTarebis mimdinare procesebi.
irlandia iyo erTaderTi qveyana, romelmac moiwvia referendumi qveynis
nacionaluri

kanonmdeblobis

mixedviT.

pirveli

referendumiT

irlandiam

uaryo lisabonis xelSekruleba, ramac evrokavSiris politikuri krizisi
gamoiwvia.
evrokavSiris
yvelaze

uaxloes

mniSvnelovan

istoriaSi

periods.

es

aqedan

movlena

warmoadgens

gamomdinare,

Cven

erT-erT

gadavwyviteT,

gamogvekvlia zemoT xsenebuli sakiTxi da masTan dakavSirebuli politikuri
konteqsti Segvefasebina. kvlevis ZiriTad mizans warmoadgens imis analizi,
Tu

rogor

evrokavSiris
kompromisi

SeiZleba

imoqmedos

mniSvnelovan
da

saSinao

molaparakebeze;

evrokavSiris

TanamSromlobaSi

qveynis

ra

27

wevr

gavlena

politikis

rogor

SeiZleba

saxelmwifos

SeiZleba

aspeqtebma
miiRwes

saerTaSoriso

iqonios

referendumma

qveyanaTSoris molaparakebze.
naSromis sakvlevi kiTxva Semdegia: SesaZlebelia referendumis, rogorc
molaparakebis

meqanizmis,

gamoyeneba

qveyanaTSorisi

garigebis

dros

xelSekrulebis ratificirebis etapze? sxva sityvebiT rom vTqvaT, qveynis
nacionalur doneze ratificirebis Seferxeba referendumis Sedegad xels
uwyobs

Tu

ara

imas,

rom

am

qveynis

molaparakebis

Zala

gaizardos

qveyanaTSorisi garigebis dros?
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imisaTvis, rom vupasuxoT Cvens sakvlev kiTxvas, viyenebT im avtorebis
hipoTezas, romlebic Tvlian, rom referendumi aZlierebs saxelmwifos rols
molaparakebis procesSi.
ufro konkretulad ki, Cven mivmarTavT saimon hagisa (Simon Hug) da
tobias Sulzis (Tobias Schulz) mtkicebas imis Sesaxeb, rom referendumebma,
romelic daigegma sakontitucio SeTanxmebis

ratificirebis mizniT, gavlena

moaxdina xelSekrulebis Sesaxeb molaparakebis procesze. es ki mtkicdeboda
imiT,

rom

qveynebma,

romlebmac

referendumi

Caatares

mTavrobaTSorisi

konferenciis damTavrebamde, molaparakebis bolo etapze win wamowies qveynis
interesebi. Cven gvsurs, gamovikvlioT es hipoTeza irlandiis referendumis
magaliTze, rac Cveni naSromis siaxles warmoadgens da sabolood davaskvnaT,
aris

Tu

ara

am

avtorebis

hipoTeza

relevanturi

xelSekrulebis

ratificirebis etapzec.
pirveli referendumi lisabonis xelSekrulebis Sesaxeb irlandiaSi
2008

wlis

12

xelSekruleba.

ivniss

Catarda,

politikuri

sadac

amomrCevelTa

Cixidan

gamosavlis

umravlesobam
mosaZebnad

uaryo

gaimarTa

diplomatiuri molaparakebebi: evropuli sabWos Sexvedrebi, sadac qveynis
meTaurebi ganixilavdnen im sakiTxs, Tu rogor epasuxaT am gamowvevisaTvis.
erT-erTi

msgavsi

Sexvedris

dros,

2008

wlis

dekemberSi

gadawyda,

rom

evrokavSiri mianiWebda legalur garantiebs irlandias im sakiTxebSi, raSic
qveyanas

suverenitetis

SenarCuneba

surda.

amis

Semdgom

daigegma

meore

referendumi, sadac amomrCevlebma mxari dauWires xelSekrulebas.
naSromSi ganxilulia 2008-2009 wlebis movlenebis mTliani politikuri
konteqsti: wina sareferendumo kampaniebi, pirveli referendumis kvlevebis
analizi,

qveyanaTSorisi

molaparakebebi

evrokavSiris

doneze,

meore

referendumis Sedegebi. amiT gvsurs, davadginoT mizez-Sedegobrivi kavSiri
damokidebul da damoukidebel cvladebs Soris: irlandiis referendumma
lisabonis

xelSekrulebis

Sesaxeb, rogorc

damoukidebelma

cvladma,

ra
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gavlena moaxdina damokidebul cvladze,

evrokavSiris wevri saxelmwifos

gavlenis gazrdaze molaparakebis procesSi.
saintereso diskusiis sagans warmoadgens is sakiTxi, Tu ram ganapiroba
saxelmwifoebs

Soris

molaparakebebis

dros

evrokavSiris

mxridan

kompromisze wasvla irlandiis sasargeblod.
naSromSi irlandiis magaliTis analizi mimdinareobs endriu moravSikis
(Andrew

Moravcsik)

Teoriuli

midgomis

liberal

intergavernmentalizmis

(Liberal Intergovernmentalism) safuZvelze da vexebiT molaparakebis pirvel or
etaps: erovnuli prioritetebis formireba (national preference formation) da
qveyanaTSorisi garigeba (interstate bargaining).
miviCnevT, rom erovnuli prioritetebis formireba ganviTarda pirveli
referendumis dros, rasac xeli Seuwyo sxvadasxva politikuri partiebis,
interesTa jgufebis
Sedegad

gamoiyo

aqtivobam wina sareferendumo kampaniebis dros. amis

is
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sakiTxi,

rac

SemdgomSi

qveynis

sasargeblod

dakmayofilda. Sesabamisad miviCnevT, rom irlandiam moaxerxa kompromisis
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ratificirebis

referendumis
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garigebis dros.
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Abstract

The thesis refers to the Lisbon Treaty ratification hurdles, one of the most controversial
periods of the European Union in the recent history. The main objective of this paper is to
provide the analysis how domestic political aspects may impact on the ‘grand bargains’ of the
European Union; what can be the role of the referendum at interstate negotiation and how the
compromise might be reached at international cooperation of 27 member states of the
European Union. The main research question of the paper is the following: Can referendum
be used as a negotiation tool at interstate bargaining at treaty ratification process? We apply
to the case-study of Irish Referendums on the Lisbon Treaty 2008-2009 and discuss the
political process emerging during the treaty ratification. This context actually facilitated the
process of Interstate bargaining where Ireland obtained concessions on behalf of the national
interests of the country. Therefore, we argue that due to the domestic constraints of
ratification as a result of referendum shaping the national preferences of the country
contributed to the expanding negotiation power of the country at the EU interstate bargaining.
In the end we generalize the hypothesis assuming that a referendum can be used as a
negotiation tool at interstate bargaining and the statement by Hug and Schulz that
governments having referendum before the IGC realize more negotiation gains,1 is applicable
in the case of Treaty Ratification as well.

1

Simon Hug, Tobias Schulz, “Referendums in EU Constitutional Building Process”, Rev Int Gov, 2, (2007), 182,
177-218
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Abbreviations:
CFSP – Common Foreign and Security Policy
EU – European Union
GAERC – General Affairs and External Relations Council
IAE – Irish Alliance for Europe
IBEC – Irish Business and Employers Confederation
ICTU – Irish Congress of Trade Unions
IFA – Irish Farmers’ Association
IGC – Intergovernmental Conference
ISME – Irish Small and Medium Business Association
MEP – Member of European Parliament
PANA – Peace and Neutrality Alliance
STA – Small Firms Association
TEEU – Technical, Engineering and Electoral Union
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Introduction
Treaty-making process in the European Union represents one of the key milestones in
the development of the Integration process shaping the different patterns of the European
project. Lisbon Treaty, one of the latest benchmarks of the political dynamics of the EU,
attracts our particular attention. Reform Treaty, that was signed in Portugal on December 13,
2007 by the heads of the state and government of the European Union, was a continuation of
the EU ‘constitutional politics’ that officially started in December 2001 with the Laeken
Declaration.2 Once Lisbon Treaty was signed its ratification appeared as a big political
challenge that hampered the reform process. Unlike from the Constitutional Treaty, this time
governments restrained from consulting populations through referendums on the decisionmaking process of the treaty ratification. Ireland was the only country that convened the
referendum according to the national legislation.3 Ireland rejected the treaty by the first
referendum that plunged the EU into a political crisis. The problem had to be solved through
high-level diplomacy and cautious planning of the next events.
The topic itself represents one of the most controversial periods of the European Union
in the recent history. Therefore, we decided to address this particular issue and provide the
assessment of the political context that emerged as a result of the treaty ratification. The main
objective of this paper is to provide the analysis how domestic political aspects may impact on
the ‘grand bargains’ of the European Union; what can be the role of the referendum at
interstate negotiation and how the compromise might be reached at international cooperation
of 27 member states of the European Union.
The research question of the paper is the following: Can referendum be used as a
negotiation tool at interstate bargaining at treaty ratification process? In other words, can
domestic constraints of ratification, as a result of the referendum shaping the governmental

2

Maurizio Carbone, National Politics and European Integration: From the Constitution to the Lisbon Treaty, (UK:
Edward Elgar Pubishing Limited, 2010), 1
3

. John O’ Brennan, “Ireland Says No (again): the 12 June 2008 Referendum on Lisbon Treaty”, Parliamentary
Affairs, Vol. 62, No. 2, (2009), 259, 258-277
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preferences in the EU member state, expand the negotiating power of the country at
interstate bargaining?
In order to present a comprehensive answer to the primary question of the thesis, we
would like to provide empirical testing of the hypothesis of the scholars that have developed
the idea that the referendum strengthens the negotiation power of the member state at the
interstate bargaining. Specifically, we apply to the statement by Simon Hug and Tobias
Schulz arguing that “referendums scheduled for the ratification of the EU-Constitution treaty
has affected the bargaining over the new treaty on the evidence that countries having
referendum before the conclusion of the IGC made significant gains in the last phases of the
negotiation”.4 We would like to explore the same hypothesis on the example of Irish
referendums case-study that emerges as an innovation of the thesis; and provides the
evaluation whether the hypothesis of Hug and Schulz is relevant and applicable at the treaty
ratification process as well. On the other hand, we would like to contribute to the knowledge
about the referendum role specifically at treaty-ratification process and fill the gap in this
particular area.
The first referendum on Lisbon Treaty was held on June 12, 2008 that resulted the
defeat of the treaty by 53,4% to 46,6% with a turnout of 53.1%.5 This created the political
impasse in the European Union that was addressed by the strategic approach from the Irish
government as well as from the European Union. After the set of discussions at EU level
granting the legal guarantees for Ireland, the date for the second referendum was negotiated.
What actually facilitated the obtaining concessions for Ireland at EU bargaining that
contributed to the smooth ratification of the treaty leads to a very interesting discussion.
The Irish Referendums on Lisbon Treaty was selected for the paper, as this case-study
clearly demonstrates how the failed referendum resulted in domestic constraints of ratification
have influenced the interstate bargaining reaching concessions on behalf of the national

4

Simon Hug, Tobias Schulz, “Referendums in EU Constitutional Building Process”, Rev Int Gov, 2, (2007), 179,
177-218
5

Ireland rejects EU reform treaty, BBC News; Friday, 13 June 2008; available at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/7453560.stm; Accessed on May 15, 2010
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interests of Ireland. In the paper we have analyzed the political context of Ireland in detailed
including the first pre-referendum campaigns; post-referendum research findings of 2008;
negotiations at the European Council meetings; and the second referendum outcome. This
discussion of the processes that prolonged, more than one year, is essential to better explain
the causal link between variables of the thesis leading to the conclusions: how Irish
Referendums on Lisbon Treaty in 2008-2009, as an independent variable, influenced on, the
dependent variable, EU member state’s negotiation power at interstate bargaining.
The analyzing the case-study proceeds through the theoretical framework of Liberal
Intergovernmentalism, widely acknowledged theory by Andrew Moravcsik . According to the
theory, rationalistic assumption of international cooperation is divided into 3 stages: national
preference formation, interstate bargaining and the choice of international institutions.6 For
our case, we refer to the first 2 levels “consisting of a liberal theory of national preference
formation and an Intergovernmentalist account of strategic bargaining between states.”7 In
addition, we include the “2 level-game” metaphor by Robert Putnam that divides the process
of negotiation into two stages: “the bargaining phase, in which statesmen bargain to a
tentative international agreement; and the ratification stage, in which domestic constituents in
each country decide, formally or informally, whether to ratify and implement the agreement.”8
We assume that national preference formation in Ireland happened during the first
referendum in 2008. While national preferences are identified as the pressure from domestic
groups according to the liberal Intergovernmentalism, in this case political parties, civil
society, private individuals, and different interest groups have played a key role in prereferendum campaigns that had an impact on the public opinion formation.
Post referendum research findings that aimed to classify the reasons why the
electorate rejected the Lisbon Treaty, 5 key sensitive issues for Ireland were identified:

6

Andrew Moravcsik, The Choice for Europe, (UK: Routledge, 1999), 18

7

Ben Rosamond, Theories of European Integration, European Union Series, (Palgrave, 2000), 136

8

Andrew Moravcsik, Integrating International and Domestic Theories of International Bargaining, in International
Bargaining and Domestic Politics ed. Peter B. Evans, Harold K. Jacobson, Robert D. Putnam., (University
California Press, 1993), 23
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Neutrality; Loss of Commissioner; Socio-ethical issues: threat to abortion, gay marriage,
euthanasia, prostitution; Taxation Policy9 and Workers rights.10 Each of these topics was
strongly lobbied by the different political parties, interest groups or alliances. Sinn Fein and
PANA were focusing on the preserving the Neutrality under Lisbon Treaty; Loss of
Commissioner was also advocated by the Sinn Fein party by the Slogan “Save our
Commissioner- Vote NO”; Socio-ethical issues were lobbied by the Catholic group, Coir
targeting traditional Catholics; Taxation Policy, that contributed to the economic development
internally Ireland was supported by the strong camp, Libertas Group 11 and Workers’ rights –
by the People’s Movement and the People before Profit Alliance.12 On the other hand, most of
those issues were embedded in the traditions and identity of the Irish People and reflected the
arguments used during different referendum campaigns in Ireland.13
These issues became the domestic preferences with the relationship of the European
Union. It is also important to note that there was a high perception among people that
renegotiation of the treaty was possible for better outcome. In addition, it was recognized that
No camps was much more persuasive rather than Yes campaign. 14
In order to accommodate the anxieties and sensitivities revealed during the
referendum, these issues were brought at the EU negotiation table. The European Council
meetings in June, October, December 2008 and June 2009 were intensively discussing the

9

Post-referendum survey in Ireland; Analytical Report; Eurobarometer, European Commission; (June 2008), 19;
Available at http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/flash/fl_245_full_en.pdf accessed on May 10, 2010
10

, Post Lisbon Treaty Referendum Research Findings; Millward Brown IMS, September 2008), 25; available at
http://dfa.ie/uploads/documents/Publications/Post%20Lisbon%20Treaty%20Referendum%20Research%20Findi
ngs/final%20-%20post%20lisbon%20treaty%20referendum%20research%20findings.pdf Accessed on May 15,
2010
11

Stephen Quinlan, “The Lisbon Treaty Referendum 2008”, Irish Political Studies, Vol. 24, No. 1, (2009), 110112; 107-121
12

Main Players; No side, Lisbon Treaty; The Irish Times available at
http://www.irishtimes.com/focus/thelisbontreaty/mainplayers/no.html; accessed on May 25, 2010
13

Brigid Laffan and Jane O’ Mahony, Ireland and the European Union, The European Union Series (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2008), 110
14

Post-referendum survey in Ireland; Analytical Report; Eurobarometer, European Commission; (June 2008),
13; Available at http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/flash/fl_245_full_en.pdf accessed on May 10, 2010
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possible response to the failed referendum. It was clear that both sides were interested in the
successful ratification as Ireland’s economic future could not be contemplated seriously
outside the EU in the global financial crisis,15 on the other hand the EU was striving to meet
the date set for the Lisbon treaty to enter into force. Also once national preference of the
country was clear, the government was supposed to act on the basis of national preferences
and bargaining hard for the greater positive distributional consequences for the country, that
is also confirmed by the Liberal Intergovernmentalist approach. This led to the possible
compromise on which domestic constraint of ratification apparently supported Ireland to
receive extra concessions: the country received special legal guarantees on the sensitive
areas of national sovereignty mentioned above and the EU decided to keep one national from
each country in the Commission. 16 Therefore, we argue that as a result of the domestic
constraints of ratification as a result of referendum shaping the national preferences of the
country contributed to the expanding negotiation power of the country at the EU interstate
bargaining. Irish Government managed to gain concessions and preserve guarantees on
some issues of national interests of the country. As a result, the special guarantees facilitated
the winning of the second referendum in favour of the Lisbon Treaty.
Therefore we assume that the hypothesis of Hug and Schulz is relevant for the treaty
ratification level as well and the referendum can be used as a negotiation tool at interstate
bargaining. Furthermore, we consider that the hypothesis can be generalized and be
applicable in different situations.

15

John O’ Brennan, “Ireland’s plan to resurrect the Lisbon Treaty to be unveiled at the Brussels summit”; (2008),
2; available at http://www.ceps.eu/node/1587 ; accessed on June 1, 2010
16

Brussels European Council, Presidency Conclusions, (19/20 June 2009), 2; available at
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperation/danube/documents/council_conclusions.pdf ; accessed on May
20, 2010
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2. Methodology
The paper represents the qualitative research addressing the latest treaty-ratification
process in the European Union through popular public voting in Ireland. We aim to consider
the causal relationship between a referendum and treaty ratification process in the European
Union. Our research question is the following: Can referendum be used as a negotiation tool
at inter-state bargaining at treaty ratification process? In other words, can domestic
constraints of ratification, as a result of the referendum shaping the governmental preferences
in the EU member state, expand the negotiating power of the country at interstate bargaining?
We provide the brief overview of the arguments developed by scholars about the
referendum as a negotiator’s power at interstate bargaining. More specifically, we apply to the
hypothesis of Hug and Schulz stating that countries having announced a referendum before
the conclusion of the intergovernmental conference on Constitutional Treaty (Brussels June,
2004) made significant gains in the last phase of negotiations.17 Our aim is to provide an
empirical testing of this hypothesis on the case-study of Irish Referendum on Lisbon Treaty in
2008-2009 and answer the initial question of the paper: whether referendum can be used as a
negotiation tool at interstate bargain, in our case at treaty ratification process.
The case study of the Irish referendum represents the innovation of this paper as it is
discussed from the viewpoint of the referendum producing bargaining leverage for the
country. After discussing set of events and the political context of the country, we conclude
that this example clearly illustrates the public decision influence on international cooperation,
therefore is relevant for our research. On the other hand, there is a lack of knowledge in
theorizing the treaty-making process in the European Union in case of the Lisbon treaty.
Under Irish case we would like to contribute to the further academic research.
As a result independent variable in the thesis is Irish Referendums on Lisbon Treaty in
2008-2009 influencing on the dependent variable, EU member state’s negotiation power at
interstate bargaining. The analysis is provided through scrutiny of the political process that
started with the pre-referendums campaigns, followed by the first referendum, European

17

Simon Hug, Tobias Schulz, “Referendums in EU Constitutional Building Process”, Rev Int Gov, 2, (2007), 179,
177-218
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Council meetings and special arrangements for the second referendum that fits in the
timeframe from March 2008 to October 2009. In this paper we do not discuss the Lisbon
Treaty and changes brought by the treaty. We attempt to explain the link between the
referendum at domestic level and intergovernmental bargain, how it influences on the
negotiation power of the member states to secure the national interests of the country and
reach the compromise at the negotiation table of 27 countries of the European Union; “to
make obscure plain to see”.18 As a result, our analysis refers to 2 levels: domestic and
international.
Theorizing of the treaty making process takes place in the framework of the Liberal
Intergovernmentalism that provides clear insights to the national preference formation at
domestic level, in this case as a result of the referendum, and then strategies pursued by the
governments at the international negotiation table based on “the configuration of societal
preferences”.19 In addition, we include the widely acknowledged metaphor used by the Robert
Putnam in his theory: “2 level games”.
We imply the inductive research strategy during the research that seems relevant for
our case moving to “produce generalizations of characteristics or patterns”20 from specific
observations. The hypothesis of the thesis deriving from the case-study analysis can be
generalized as well.
Sources used for the research paper are official documents of the European Union
especially European Council Meetings, Presidency Conclusions; academic articles as well as
different analytical papers around the topic; books; internet sources mainly for factual
information; news accessed online at Irish Times; Guardian; BBC; Roiters; Euobserver;
Euractiv reports; in addition, interview with Jane O’Mahony, lecturer at the University of Kent
and co-author of “Ireland and the European Union”. The paper also includes quantitative data,
Eurobarometer surveys conducted by the European Commission.

18

Norman Blaikie, Designing Social Research,. (Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2004), 75

19

Andrew Moravcsik, Preferences and Power in the European Community: A Liberal Intergovernmentalist
Approach, in Debates on European Integration ed. Mette Eilstrup- Sangiovanni, (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 275
20

Norman Blaikie, Designing Social Research, (Blackwell Publishing Ltd., 2004), 104
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Finally, we conclude that domestic constraints of ratification as a result of the
referendum contributed to the expanding negotiation power of the Irish government at
interstate bargaining in order to secure national interests of the country. We assume that the
hypothesis can be generalized and could be applicable to different environments.
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3. Literature Review
In this part of the paper we would like to provide the related literature to the topic of the
paper. Considering the diverse views by different scholars definitely is essential for better
understanding and balanced information.
The book “National Politics and European Integration” edited by the Maurizio Carbone
represents the latest publication that discusses the domestic politics of treaty reform in the
European Union from the Constitution to the Lisbon Treaty. Importantly, it contributes to the
literature on the negotiation and preparatory process of the Lisbon Treaty. Particularly,
domestic politics are emphasized: the impact of the political system, general context of
preference formation, role of the actors involved beyond the governments.
Applying to the Irish case one of the contributors to the book, Brian Girvin provides an
overview of the Irish involvement in the EU during the Constitutional Treaty development as
well as in relation to the Lisbon Treaty. Focusing on the consequences of the first Irish
referendum on Lisbon Treaty, the author concludes that “in the Irish case at least, European
issues are treated as constitutional issues and are domesticated through the referendum
process. This allows for considerable disagreement over Europe but this takes place within a
well-defined political space and does not subsequently affect political competition or loyalty.”21
The rejection of the treaty by Irish electorate and then accommodating national interests of
Ireland as a result of the referendum findings, it is concluded that “it cannot be denied that the
Irish position on Europe has become far more openly qualified than in the past”.22
The book “Ireland and the European Union” by Brigid Laffan and Jane O’ Mahony
includes the chapter referendums and public opinion that provides a valuable information
about the attitudes of Irish electorate towards the European Union; constitutional basis of the
public consultation by the government; voting in the Single Euroepan Act and Maastricht; Nice
treaty; Lisbon referendum of 2008. Authors also identify the areas that have been motifs of
the debate during the referendum and caused the concerns in relation to the EU: “neutrality,
21

Brian Girvin, “Ireland: more referendums anyone?”, in National Politics and European Integration: From the
Constitution to the Lisbon Treaty ed. Maurizio Carbone, (UK: Edward Elgar Pubishing Limited, 2010), 141
22

Ibid
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sovereignty, and independence, and the threat integration posed to traditional Catholic
values; also to the possible conscription a common European army”. 23 The book also reviews
the main institutions through which government communicate with public on European issues
such as National Forum on Europe in general; Referendum Commission during referendums.
Talking about the Determinants of public support, the authors rely on the ‘utilitarian theory’ as
a predictor of the support for the European Integration. “The utilitarian perspective posits that
those who benefit more in an economic sense from European integration should be more
supportive of the process than those who do not. Those who are more educated, of the
professional / managerial classes, more likely to have traveled, and have benefited from trade
liberalization are more likely to perceive the benefits European integration brings and hence
support European integration. In Ireland, survey evidence shows that individuals in higher
occupational categories and more highly educated are more favorable towards European
integration.”24
“Lisbon Fado: The European Union under Reform” is entirely devoted to the new
treaty bringing new developments for the Union and discusses this point from the positive
perspective. As for the Irish case, it seeks to answer the question: what is the truth behind the
Irish ‘No vote’ to the Lisbon Treaty? Author argues that government failed to deliver the
proper information to the public, on the other hand, the document of the new treaty was too
complex to understand without close scrutiny. 25 He also puts the responsibility on the EU side
claiming that union had to assure the proper explanation of the treaty to the Irish people. “This
shows that there is a clear disconnect between EU’s institutions and its citizens”.26 The author
emphasizes the economic context, Irish benefits from the EU, current situation of emerging
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economic crisis and concludes that “frightening economic scenario that is unfolding might
serve to deflect the tension away from the Institutional debate.”27
Jane O’ Mahony in the article “Ireland’s EU Referendum Experience” investigates the
flow of referendums on EU related issues in the country; actual participation and citizens’
involvement in the political process; the development of the rules of Irish game of popular
voting. Author also highlights the main issues highlighted in the referendum campaigns
generally in Ireland. The focus is maintained on the dynamic that has emerged at the Nice I
and Lisbon I referendum. The article argues that Irish referendums on Lisbon Treaty involve
two elements: elite withdrawal and populist capture. Author states that the elite withdrawal
was even more evident in the first Lisbon referendum of June 2008. “The retreat of the
political elite from the Lisbon campaign could be said to be a mixture of both accident and
design… A political vacuum emerged which was filled by effectively organized No
campaigners.”28 In the circumstances when the level of knowledge of the EU in Ireland is law,
the populism is well used, as it is mentioned in the article. “Populism is not confined to grassroots movements led by charismatic leaders, members of political establishment can also
adopt ‘populist’ tactics with the use of simple, direct language that appeals directly to the
people.” 29
Finally, the author addresses the question whether there is a rise in Eurosceptic
attitude in the Irish public or not. Using the statistics and opinion polls of the Eurobarometer, it
states that “while on their own such findings do not point directly to rising Euroscepticism
among the Irish electorate, they do illustrate that Irish support for European Integration is
nuanced.”30
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“The Lisbon Treaty Referendum 2008” by Stephen Quinlan is entirely focused on Irish
case of 2008 and poses the question: “why would a country so supportive of EU membership
reject a European Treaty?”31 The article scrutinizes the process of the referendum starting
from the background information; outlines the political context of the country, main players on
Yes and No sides of the campaigns. In addition, key issues of the camps were identified and
mistakes of the Yes Campaign were highlighted. The paper gives an evaluation of the
different factors that pushed the electorate to vote no. In the end, it provides the analysis with
the potential continuation of the process: the government moves to the second referendum,
which is a risky strategy. “At the last three European referendums have proven, for a Treaty to
be ratified a vigorous and enthusiastic information campaign is necessary. If this is lacking,
rejection is a distinct possibility as Nice and Lisbon have demonstrated. “32
John O’Brennan in his work “Ireland says NO (again): the 12 June 2008 Referendum on
Lisbon Treaty” argues that many different reasons could contribute to the negative outcome in
the referendum such as: age, educational attainment, geography, gender and social class.
Author comprehensively discusses the background of the political context in the country;
while talking about the campaigns in favour and against the treaty, identifies the key issues
serving as important parts of the campaigns. Discussing the outcome and post-referendum
research findings, the author points out the main determinants of the No Vote: lack of
knowledge and sense of national identity.

“The Irish attachment to an overwhelmingly

exclusivist national identity rather than a more open and fluid (including ‘European’) identity
means that a space exists where issues such as neutrality, sovereignty and Ireland’s relative
influence in the EU constitutional matrix can be readily exploited by opponents of the
European Integration process and where any changes in the EU Constitutional order can be
emotively presented as an existential threat to Ireland’s values and interests”.33
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John O’ Brennan also published another article “Ireland and the Lisbon Treaty: Quo
Vadis?” where he elaborates on the possible alternatives how the treaty ratification process
should proceed after the rejection and how the relationship between Ireland and the EU may
develop. In the beginning author makes key assumptions: Irish government’s objective is to
remain part of the EU; there will be a political pressure on Ireland; treaty will not be
renegotiated; Nice Treaty not suitable to respond the further objectives of the EU.34 Later,
article offers four options for achieving ratification: first is to ignore the result and ratify the
treaty by Statute of the Oireachtas; second alternative proposed was to ratify part of the
Lisbon by legislation with further referendum to follow on defined issues; third option was a
second referendum with assurances on tax, CFSP, abortion and Ireland’s institutional position
attached as declarations to the Lisbon Treaty or with new opt-out protocols; and the last was
again public consultation by the government whether Ireland should remain in the EU or
leave.35
Cathal M. Bruga in the article “Why Ireland rejected the Lisbon Treaty” offers an
interesting statement: it was a failure from Europe “to articulate the overall justification of the
treaty, for this strengthening of European powers in terms acceptable to the Irish, who hope
for a federalist Europe, and don’t trust the global military intentions of some of Europe’s
leaders”.36 Therefore, the author is focusing on the means of the coverage used during the
pre-referendum campaigns: radio and TV, Print Media, Posters, door-to-door canvas. In the
end, some details of what went wrong are highlighted: defensive character of the Yes side; no
in-depth research of the voters’ attitude; no acknowledgement of what would happened if
Ireland voted ‘No’.37
Matt Qvortrup poses an interesting question “Rebels without a Cause?” and addresses
the Irish Referendum on Lisbon Treaty. The paper concludes that “the voters did not like what
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was on offer, and that they, consequently, made a decision consistent with their
preferences.”38 Interestingly, it also outlines few similarities between the referendum in 2008
on Lisbon treaty and in 2005 on Constitutional treaty: working class tended to be more
sceptical of the EU; turnout was not related to the outcome; the pro-treaty parties allowed the
‘no’ camp to set the agenda and only belatedly sought to counter the ‘no’ side.39
These publications we have referred in this chapter were addressed to the Irish
referendum that caused a high political challenge in 2008 and consequently attracted the
interest of the scholars. As for the main works, related to the concept of the referendum as a
negotiation tool, will be discussed in the upcoming chapter.
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4. Referendum as a Negotiation Tool at Inter-state Bargaining

Referendums serve as an expression of democratic values where citizen participation
has a momentous impact on the decision-making mechanism. There has been a significant
growth of the use of referendums worldwide addressing specific issues in order to legitimize
the governments’ decision or provide an advisory opinion. Compared to the political
environment where the referendum has been used “only sparingly in the past, it has now
become more common, and pressure from both the public and political leaders for its
increased use continues to grow.”40 In contemporary democratic societies for various reasons
“the referendum seems to fulfill a need of both governments and citizens.”41 Two types of
democratic governance can be distinguished: “direct democracy, in which policy decisions are
made by citizens, and representative democracy, in which citizens delegate decision making
to elected legislators.”42 In addition, some scholars argue that referendum strengthens
representative democracy.43
There have been a number of conventional approaches emphasizing the constitutional,
legal or political origins of the referendums. “Referendum may be advisory or mandatory. On
the one hand, its outcome may be treated merely as a comprehensive opinion poll on a
significant issue, with a verdict that can be translated into law or policy as the government or
legislature may see fit. On the other hand, it may be part of the statutory process: a popular
Yes may be required before a law or constitutional change is put into effect.”44 Nevertheless,
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political impetus to hold the referendum should not be underestimated, “the decision to hold a
referendum in any given country depends essentially on political factors.”45
Referendums regarding European issues within the EU member states have attracted
significant attention as it represents one of the most important recent mainstreams in the
process of European Integration. French and Dutch referendums on Constitutional Treaty and
later Irish referendum on Lisbon Treaty, that have hampered the EU’s constitutional
development, confirms the high political importance of the referendums. Within the EU the
majority of the referendums have being held on new treaty adoption or membership issues.
Our particular interest is attached to the treaty referendums which aim to ratify the EU treaties
or to enable the ratification to proceed. Consequently, these referendums are vital as “new
treaties establish new patterns of institutional behavior and new legal relationships, thus
shaping the development of integration.”46 Furthermore, “using a referendum as a means of
ratification provides greater legitimacy for constitutional change than alternative procedures
and at the same time allows a people to symbolically affirm its status as a sovereign political
community.”47 On the other hand, having to hold a referendum on the EU Treaty reform
increases the risk that the reform will be rejected.48
However, once the immerse complexity of the EU’s most institutional and political
context is referred, they are encouraged “to vote strategically (against in favour of particular
domestic parties) rather than to express their sincere views on EU matters.”49 “In this context,
appeals to “national interest” will probably trump the call to consider broader issues of
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European integration.”50 Therefore, the need to satisfy national aspirations and the need to
obtain unanimous approval of the member states creates the space for political manoeuvre at
EU level where compromise might be reached.
In the European Union referendums have played an important role expressing the
public opinion on the key developments of the union. Once national interests of the countries
are concerned during these developments, we may assume that referendums may play an
important role at intergovernmental bargaining where domestic constraints of ratification can
be used to reach concessions. In this context referendum can be discussed as a mechanism
that can strengthen the negotiation power of the country. Carlos Closa suggests a
rationalistic/strategic approach of the convening referendums in the EU. He states that
“domestic constraints resulting from the combination of domestic institutional arrangements
and the preferences of actors affect the negotiations.”51 In addition, he argues that this
rationalistic approach explains “governments’ decision to convene referendums as a tactical
devices to obtain extra leverage in negotiations within an IGC.”52
Closa’s argument is elaborated in the work of Hug and Konig discussing Governmental
Preferences and Domestic Constraints at the Amsterdam Intergovernmental Conference.
After investigating the ratification procedures in the fifteen member states involved in the IGC
negotiation, authors state, that “domestic ratification constraints, determined by the
institutionally-defined ratification hurdles and the preferences of the relevant ratifying actors,
influence the outcome of the bargaining process.”53 As the case-study of Amsterdam
Conference shows domestic constraints made an impact on the changes in draft proposal.
The similar hypothesis is developed again by Hug along with Schulz about referendums in
EU’s Constitutional Building Process. The evaluation of the scheduling of the referendums for
50
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the ratification revealed that it had influenced the negotiation process of the treaty. “Countries
having announced a referendum before the conclusion of the IGC in Brussels in June made
significant gains in the last phases of the negotiation depending on the voters’ preferences”.54
Originally Schelling expressed an opinion about negotiation power that could be tied by the
domestic constraints. He claims that this is ‘strength of the weakness’ “since on always can
recede if retreat proves necessary to agreement.”55
To sum up, government can strengthen their argument for the compromise by the fact
that through popular voting people of the country may not accept certain provisions and
therefore concession is needed which maximizes their negotiation power. Hence, the insight
may show that “the negotiator with the higher domestic constraints is, if a negotiated outcome
is possible, better of.”56
In this paper we would like to apply the approaches mentioned above and test the
hypothesis of the Hug and Schulz stating that “Countries with an electorate preferring the
status quo and a referendum announced before the end of the IGC realize more negotiation
gains, independent of the other domestic ratification constraints”.57 We would like to explore
the particular issue from the viewpoint of the treaty ratification stage. Therefore, our research
question is the following: Can referendum be used as a negotiation tool at inter-state
bargaining at treaty ratification process? In other words, can domestic constraints of
ratification, as a result of the referendum shaping the governmental preferences in the EU
member state, expand the negotiating power of the country at interstate bargaining?
In order to confer this issue and discuss the leverage of the referendum at EU
negotiation table, we would like to address the case-study of Irish referendums on Lisbon
Treaty 2008-2009. After signing the Lisbon Treaty by all heads of the state and government of
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the EU in December 200758 each country was supposed to ratify the treaty according to the
national legislation. In the case of Irish Constitution, the technique of precise authorization
has required amendment by referendum after every new treaty since the Single European Act
in 1986.59 After the failure of the first referendum in Ireland special guarantees for the country
were negotiated securing the sovereign governance on the issues of national interest. By
second referendum Ireland ratified the Lisbon Treaty.60
This case gives a clear picture how the process of ratification have affected the EU
reform process and negotiating concessions at inter-state bargaining. Applying to the
rationalistic approach of the referendums, we discuss the Irish case-study on Lisbon Treaty
from the view-point of the Liberal Intergovernmentalism. Addressing the coherent set of
assumptions of the theory we identify the national preference formation level as a result of the
first referendum and discuss its interaction at international level. The analysis also employs
the ‘two-level game’ metaphor. The framework of the institutional delegation of the Liberal
Intergovernmentallism is not relevant in this case. As a result of the scrutiny of referendum
role at international negotiation would like to answer the ultimate question of this paper:
whether Ireland managed to use the referendum as a leverage tool for reaching the
compromise at intergovernmental bargain during treaty ratification process or not.
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5. Case-study: Irish Referendums on Lisbon Treaty 2008 – 2009
5.1 Irish EU Referendum Experience and Constitutional Context
Ireland joined the European Project, European Economic Communities at that time, in
61

1973,

that transformed the country from being on the edge of Europe to the progressive

prosperous member of the Union. Irish support for the Europe created the picture of “Model
Europeans”:62 “In Ireland European Integration was viewed much as “democracy, peace,
economic progress and happy family life.”63 The perception derived from the huge economic
benefits that the country gained through EC membership: Ireland as a relatively poor member
state of the community received financial aid through Structural Funds assisting early stage of
development as well as through operation of the Common Agricultural Policy. Also better
economic environment was created for the country through “the resultant market access to
the continental member states for goods manufactured in Ireland. The impact on Ireland has
been visibly greater than anywhere else. The reason for this is that Ireland has been in a
position to attract large-scale external investment in high-tech manufacturing”.64 Furthermore,
“Europe has been widely acknowledged as ‘A vital interest’ for Ireland, and it has been official
policy to actively promote the single market and the Euro as well as other integrationist
initiatives”.65 On the other hand, Ireland has been committed to the European values such as
Democracy and Human Rights, being member of the Council of Europe and a party to the
European Convention on Human rights since its establishment.
Irish attitudes towards European Integration were extremely positive based on
Eurobarometer surveys dating from the membership. Irish Support now is even higher
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compared to the 1980s. In 2007, one year before the first Lisbon Treaty Referendum, in
response to the second most frequently asked question in Eurobarometer surveys – whether
a country has benefited from EU membership, a remarkable 86 per cent believed Ireland has
benefited from being a member; Sixty-eight per cent of Irish people held a positive image of
the European Union. Seventy-six per cent said they believe Irish membership of the EU is a
good thing.66
However, compared to positive public support for the Europe, referendums results
suggest the opposite outcome: although majority of Ireland’s population supported the
accession in 1972 and approved next EU treaties Single European Act (1987), Maastricht
(1992) and Amsterdam treaty (1998), the following tendency appeared:

“in subsequent

referendums (after accession) neither the ‘Yes’ vote nor the turnout were ever as large again,
the general trend being instead a decrease in the ‘Yes’ majority as well as the turnout.”67,
“Prior to 2001, Ireland had demonstrated consistent support for the expansion of the EU and
for most of the innovative changes that occurred in the 1980s and 1990s. For the most part,
Irish voters were supportive if not always enthusiastic about European Integration during this
period”. 68 “This changed during the Amsterdam Referendum campaign, when Euro-critical
voices, marginalized in the key political institutions such as the Oireachtas, fought
increasingly vigorous campaigns against EU treaties. In the Aftermath of the Nice and Lisbon
Treaty Referendums, the pro-European consensus of the mainstream political elites remains,
but their ability to persuade the Irish electorate to follow their lead is weakened.”69 Ireland
rejected the Lisbon Treaty as a result of the referendum in 2008 that brought the country in
the crisis in its external relations. On the other hand, it hampered the constitutional
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development of the European Union starting with Laeken Declaration in 2001 aiming at
improving democracy, transparency and efficiency of the union. 70
According to the Article 48 of the Treaty of the European Union, all amendments of the
EU and EC treaties “shall enter into force after being ratified by all the Member States in
accordance with their respective constitutional requirements.”71 In case of Lisbon Treaty 26
member states decided for parliamentary vote. Ireland was the only country that needed to
ratify the treaty as a result of the popular referendum due to the National Legislation. The
requirement was established by the Irish Supreme Court decision Crotty v. An Taoiseach
case in 1987.
The appeal about Single European Act by Anti-EEC Campaigner Raymond Crotty was
allowed by the Supreme Court on the grounds of foreign policy as Title of III about European
Political Cooperation posed restrictions on the foreign relations of the country and was
inconsistent with Irish Constitution. 72 “The dominant interpretation of the judgment was that
any further change in the EU constitutional order with implications for Irish sovereignty had to
be legitimated through referendum rather than parliamentary statute.”73 This meant that
changes in EU treaties needed to amend Irish Constitution by means of a referendum before
they could ratify by the state.
The Constitutional Context of referendums in Ireland has to be taken into account while
discussing the public opinion and national constitutions having impact on European
Integration. However, the “decisive defeat of the Lisbon Treaty in June 2008 suggested that
learning from Nice I was short-lived among Irish political elites. With the second rejection of a
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European treaty by the Irish electorate in 7 years, Ireland’s EU referendum experience has
been transformed.” 74

5.2 Lisbon Treaty Referendum in Ireland 2008
The Twenty-eighth Amendment of the Constitution Bill was published on March 6,
2008 as a result of government’s approval of the text of the changes of the constitution. 75 The
bill allowed for Ireland to Opt-out from the change of unanimous decisions to qualified majority
voting in the sector of police and judicial affairs. Moreover, the bill kept the restriction on the
Irish participation in an EU common defense agreement.
Referendum was held on June 12, 2008 that resulted the defeat of the bill by 53,4% to
46,6% with a turnout of 53.1%, thus rejecting the Lisbon Treaty.76 As a result of referendum
among 1 per cent of the EU population of almost 500 million citizens, Lisbon Treaty was
rejected and represented a further challenge in the European Union’s reform process. This
outcome described by some as “a shock” for European Integration and by others as “a
triumph of democracy”. 77 The decision set number of questions concerning the future of the
treaty designed to bring more European integration. Referendum result put the government in
hard situation. The first reaction from the EU was to continue the path. European Politicians
sharply stated that in spite of Irish Rejection, renegotiation of the treaty was not an option 78
and Ireland had to find the ‘Irish solution’ of the treaty. The European Commission says that
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nations should continue to ratify the treaty, designed to streamline decision-making. As for
the Prime Minister Brian Cowen said he respected the vote of Irish people, but it had caused
a "difficult situation" that had "no quick fix”. Ireland has no wish to halt the progress" of the
EU”.
Leaders of the No campaign said the vote was a "great result for Ireland". Gerry
Adams, the president of Sinn Fein, said: "People feel secure at the heart of Europe, but they
want to ensure there's maximum democratic power." 79

5.2.1 Referendum Campaigns
Lisbon Treaty campaigning in Ireland started in April 2008 characterized by diverse
campaigning tools and interesting slogans having impact on shaping the public opinion in
Ireland. Emerging camps were traditionally divided according to their prospective visions
about the Lisbon Treaty and its long-term outcomes for the Europe: parties and interest
groups being favour and opposed to the treaty. In addition, there were some other entities
being neutral in the event.
Once European Union was regarded as a country’s vital interest in its external
relations, the position was strengthened by the main political parties in the country favoring
the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty ‘taking the Europe in 21st Century’.80 Governmental
Parties Fianna Fail and Progressive Democrats campaigned on behalf of the European
Treaty. Taoiseach Brian Cowen had promised a robust campaign in which every elected
representative would participate. It will be "the most extensive referendum campaign
undertaken by Fianna Fáil in many years", he said at the launch of the treaty’s promotional
activities. Progressive Democrats known as pro-free market party, its campaign focused
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particularly on the economic benefits of Ireland's membership of the EU. 81 It is also important
that two largest opposition parties Fine Gael and Labour Party were in the favour of the treaty.
Fine Gael Party leader Enda Kenny urged supporters to "hold their fire" against Fianna Fáil
for now and let the treaty pass. He has also called on farmers to refrain from using their vote
on the treaty as a means of influencing the current world trade talks. As for Labour Party’s
spokesperson on European affairs, Joe Costello, said he would manage a campaign with a
strong focus on door-to-door canvassing in addition to extensive outdoor advertising and
leafleting.
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Support for the treaty was intensive in the Dail and Green Party’s majority of the
members agreed the ratification but the party itself did not participate in the referendum
debate as at a special convention on 19 January 2008, leadership of the party failed to secure
a two-thirds majority needed adopt the official party policy to make support for the
referendum.83
Business organizations such as Irish Business and Employers Confederation (IBEC),
the Irish Chambers of Commerce, the Irish Congress of Trade Unions (ICTU) the Small Firms
Association (SFA) and were prominently campaigning in favour of the Lisbon Treaty.
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These

organizations focused about economic benefits deriving from EU-Ireland relationship and
argued that treaty will encourage Irish Economy in this challenging time. IBEC Director of EU
and International Affairs, Brendan Butler said: "As one of the most open economies in the
world, our dependence on exports far exceeds that of larger countries. In fact we export over
85% of everything we produce. Previous treaties have brought great benefits and have
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opened-up many new opportunities for Irish business. This treaty will do the same.”85
However, diversified opinions have existed among business groups. The Irish Small and
Medium Enterprises Association canvassed members in April 2008 and reported that on the
basis of the response a majority would vote against Lisbon Treaty. A survey conducted by the
Irish Times, Irish Daily Newspaper, targeting at executives in 500 businesses in Ireland
reported that while 40 per cent would vote in favour of the treaty, 15 per cent would vote
against and 45 per cent were undecided. 86
Another important supporter of the Lisbon Treaty was Irish Alliance for Europe (IAE), a
civil society umbrella group comprised of academics, business people, lawyers, farmers,
students and Trade Unions. Among the 34 member organisations of its business "pillar" the
Business Alliance for Europe are IBEC, the Construction Industry Federation, the Irish
Banking Federation and the Irish Exporters Association. 87 The most prominent non-party
organization Irish Alliance for Europe established in 2002 during second referendum that
brought together the main parties including former Taoiseach Garret FitzGerald and former
EU commissioner Michael O’Kennedy.88

“The Alliance argued that the Lisbon Treaty

‘protects Irish interests and values’. The benefits that had resulted from membership were
also emphasized by supporters of the treaty, while the limited nature of Irish Commitments on
sensitive issues such as defense, European army and abortion were highlighted.”89 These
sensitive issues have been strongly emphasized by the ‘No’ to Lisbon Campaign parties and
political groups.
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The only party represented in Oireachtas that opposed the treaty was Sinn Fein. It
played an important role in the anti - Nice Treaty campaign and expressed its opposition
towards Lisbon treaty as well. Although the party believes in the Ireland's place is in Europe,
Sinn Féin pushed the "Vote No for a Better Yes" argument, while raising concerns about the
treaty's impact on workers' rights, neutrality and Ireland's ability to stop policies that are not in
its interests.90 Party formulated its opposition “in nationalist terms, focusing on loss of
sovereignty, the weakness of small states, the loss of a Commissioner and the threat to
democratic governance.”91 The party claimed that government could renegotiate a better
deal.
Another opposition groups concerned with welfare issues and social policy were
People’s Movement and the People before Profit Alliance. Both emphasized that "Lisbon
Treaty constituted a vehicle for the privatization of public services. Other core issues voiced
among these groups included the alleged neoliberal bent of the European Commission and
the unelected “Brussels Bureaucracy”.
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Parties fear was that EU was moving to the Super-

state stage that would have negative impact on the Irish sovereignty. “What is at issue is
whether or not the Lisbon Treaty will result in a more democratic, accountable, transparent
and demilitarized EU. We in the People’s Movement believe it will not,“ states Patricia
McKenna, Former Green MEP Chairperson of the movement in the official document by the
party “A review of the Provisions of the Treaty of Lisbon, May 2008.”93
Catholic fundamentalist group Coir, represented as a National movement of Irish
people striving for ‘justice, sovereignty and Integrity’ of the country,
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appealed Irish people
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not to vote in favour of the Lisbon Treaty. Focusing on the Charter of Fundamental Rights, the
group claimed that Lisbon Treaty would assist the development of the prostitution, euthanasia
and abortion in the country. In fact, the group went “against the official position of the Irish
Bishops, argued that the Charter of Fundamental Rights, annexed to the Treaty and given
legal status, would force Ireland to legalize the abortion, gay marriage, prostitution and
euthanasia”95 as Irish Bishop Conference stated the Catholic Church’s position that the treaty
does not have the negative impact on Ireland’s constitutional ban on abortion. 96
Peace and Neutrality Alliance (PANA) was also against the treaty with the main
argument that European Union is moving towards the militarization and it will have negative
influence on Irish Neutrality. PANA established in 1996 and until today recognizes the United
Nations as the Institution through which Ireland should pursue its security concerns. “Ireland
should seek to promote European and international security through a policy of disarmament
and demilitarization and should therefore oppose the militarization of the EU,”97 statement set
in the objectives of the alliance.
Libertas campaign was one of the largest throughout the country. “It insisted that
Lisbon Treaty was ‘Bad for Ireland, Bad for Europe and Bad for Business’. Organization
claimed that it was not Eurosceptic, but wished to protect Ireland’s economic position within
an increasingly competitive environment.”98 Party’s main focus was tax policy of the country
that might have been threatened by Lisbon Treaty adoption. For the first time in a referendum
campaign, a No group had a significant amount of money to spend on their campaign, as
anecdotal estimates of the Libertas spend ranged from 1.3 to 1.8 million EUR.99
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noteworthy that group was led by Tuam-based multi-millionaire businessman Declan Ganley,
with connections to American defense and security interests.
Other minor parties being against the Lisbon treaty included the Socialist Party, the the
Workers’ Party and Socialist Workers’ Party. Independent TDs Tony Gregory and Finian
McGrath, Independent MEP Kathy Sinnot advocated a No vote as well.100 Technical,
Engineering and Electoral Union (TEEU) also advised its members to vote no. In addition,
National Platform led by the Anthony Coughlan has been campaigning against the European
Integration since 1970 known as Irish Sovereignty movement at that time.101 All opponents
agreed that the treaty could be renegotiated and that Ireland could get Ireland could get better
terms by voting ‘No’.
First referendum campaigns on Lisbon Treaty have been criticized by different scholars
arguing about the aspects having influence on the electorate making the decision on Lisbon
Treaty in June 2008. Apparently evident tendency appeared, ‘No’ camps focused on “sharp
messages easily to understood, which provided votes with easy to process (negative) images
of the EU and the Lisbon Treaty”. 102 The emphasized the sensitive issues for the Irish society
such as neutrality, abortion, taxation in relation to the Lisbon Treaty, stating that Europe will
hamper Irish sovereignty in these areas and some camps even claimed that union is moving
to a Super-state. Coir, campaigning against the treaty, erected posters bearing messages
such as “People died for your freedom - don’t throw it all away”.
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Another features an image

of three monkeys and the slogan: "The New EU Won't See You, Won't Hear You, Won't
Speak For You." 104 Libertas, running national billboard campaign, main Slogan was: “Europe
has been great for Ireland: Let’s keep it in that way”. Furthermore, Declan Ganley’s Libertas
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ran a high profile of campaign, making effective use of internet platforms (not all groups made
a very effective use of internet).105 In addition, door-to-door canvas, traditional promotional
campaign, was more intensively used by the No side, while government party, Fianna Fail
canvassed in some areas. Evidently, these sharp focused messages have been better
memorable and eye-catchy for the people of Ireland, rather ‘Yes’ campaigns.
‘Yes’ camps was often criticized and characterized as a government’s failure to pass
the bill and being “lazy” or “slow” in its campaign.106 They tried to counterbalance ‘No’ camps
arguments and therefore were in a defensive position, rather than influential. “Yes
campaigners failed to construct a narrative on the Treaty, exhorting voters to trust them and
vote Yes”.107 Another feature of Yes camps was identifying politicians with the treaty
campaigning putting their photographs on the posters. “In case of Labour Party politicians the
words Vote Yes to Lisbon were so small as to be barely visible, giving a clear message of
lack of enthusiasm for Lisbon”.108
It is important to mention that media coverage was balanced during the campaign
allowing the equal air time on TV and radio according to the Irish law resulting from the Court
judgments referred to as McKenna and Coughlan Judgments.109
However, credibility and legibility of the Referendum Commission was also questioned
during its first pre-referendum activities. Referendum Commission is an independent body
established under the Referendum Act 1998. The Commission aims to deliver information to
the public and perform impartially, explain the subject matter of referendum proposals, to
promote public awareness of the referendum and to encourage the electorate to vote at the
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poll.110 The Chairman of the Lisbon Treaty Referendum (2008) Commission is Mr Justice
Iarfhlaith O’Neill, Judge of the High Court. 111 In order to implement its mandate, the
Commission sent out a summarized version of the Treaty to every home in the country and
established the website that contained the full text of the treaty. It advertised on television,
radio and in the print media as well as on networking websites such as Bebo and Facebook,
in an attempt particularly to attract attention of young people.112 However, many people
complained that the text was to complex to consider and it was not helpful. John Lawrence
published an article on May 15, 2008, where he brought the arguments of almost all
opposition parties or groups of the Lisbon Treaty stating that Referendum Commission failed
to explain and answer on sensitive issues for Ireland (mentioned in No campaigns) in favour
of the Lisbon Treaty. 113
Yes campaign image was damaged when Mr. Cowen, the Taoiseach, admitted to the
Danish TV journalist Mette Fugl ‘that he had not read the treaty from cover to cover’. 114
Moreover, the performance of Referendum Commission also became a matter of discussion
when, in a press conference called to bring clarity to the debate, Chairman was embarrassed
when he could not explain one provision of the treaty when asked by a journalist. Additionally,
split in the sectional interests, such as farmers’ organization brought negative consequences
for the Yes campaign. Especially IFA required the government to use the veto power in WTO
negotiations, otherwise would withdraw their support of the treaty. 115
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Political context of the country also has to be taken into consideration when discussing
the campaign for the EU treaty in the country and government’s position. While “Lisbon treaty
not an easy sell”, as admitted by the Irish EU commissioner, 116 the government was not so
active to persuade the electorate to vote yes. This might have been reasoned by the fact that
Taoiseach Bertie Ahern’s attention was focused on an investigation into his finances. As a
result he resigned 117 and passed the leadership to Brian Cowen. New Taoiseach could not
easily make an influential message to the electorate to positively respond to the Lisbon Treaty
ratification in Ireland. But “one of the most important findings in June 2008 polls is that the
vote against the Lisbon Treaty was not convinced as a vote against government. Indeed, the
government retained its support among the electorate and it is arguable that the vote was a
clear rejection of the Lisbon Treaty.”118
“Campaigning in a referendum is like solving an equation with many unknown
variables and in which many singular events combine to create unforeseen circumstances”. 119
We have discussed some main variables of the campaign on Lisbon Treaty referendum in
2008 in this chapter, however, the main question: what kind of role referendum played in
Ireland in relation to the Lisbon Treaty ratification, remains interesting. We will try to address
this issue later below.
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5.2.2 Voting and Post-referendum Findings
Lisbon Treaty was rejected on June 13, 2008 at Irish Referendum by a margin of
53.4% to 46.6%. The negative outcome of the referendum was also anticipated according to
the preliminary results by Irish Times/TNSmrbi poll one week before the referendum. “A total
of 28.3% of the electorate voted No - compared with 24.7 of the electorate who voted Yes.
This constituted a historical peak for the No side which, even in the victory in 2001, had only
garnered the support of 19% of the electorate”.120 The immediate step that was taken by the
EU side and Irish government was to investigate the main reasons of rejection, voters’
attitude towards the Lisbon Treaty and EU in general. Consequently, European Commission
issued Flash Eurobarometer survey findings: Preliminary Results in June and Analytical
Report in July, 2008. On behalf of the Department of Foreign Affairs of Ireland, the
quantitative research was conducted by Millward Brown IMS contributing to the knowledge
explaining electorate’s behavior in the referendum.
According to the research findings, turnout for the Lisbon referendum was 53%, well in
excess of the 35% recorded for the rejection of the Nice Treaty in 2001. 121 The Lisbon Treaty
referendum shows the increased level of turnout compared to the Nice Treaty referendums in
2001 or 2002. However, this pattern has resulted in negative dimension as additional voters
voted against the treaty: no vote increased from 18 percent of the electorate by the second
Nice referendum in 2002 to 28 percent of the electorate at Lisbon Treaty.
The outcome of the referendum was apparently reasoned by the successful
campaigning of political parties or interest groups against Lisbon Treaty. Furthermore, a large
majority of Irish citizens (67%) said the “no” campaign was the more convincing one, while
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only 15% said the same about the “yes” campaign. 122 The discussion around the treaty
among different political parties and interest groups had its impact on the voters’ position. The
statistics show that a high percentage of people determined their willingness to vote in favour
or against the treaty during the campaign. However, once their mind was made up, they were
unlikely to change their decision: a large majority of voters (68%) said they did not change
their mind on how to vote during the course of the campaign, compared to just 21% who
did.123
Yes voters had their primary motivation to vote in favour of the treaty in the
referendum. The main argument was that Lisbon Treaty ratification was in Ireland’s best
interest (32 percent of the answers). Relatively high percentage included the motives such as
the benefits for the country; Ireland’s engagement in the EU; assistance for Irish economy
and contributing to the EU’s more effective way of decision-making policy. Other reasons
were

based

on

different

arguments: EU becoming more
democratic;

it

protects

the

‘European’ model of the society
and the interests of smaller states.
According to the research
findings, the following tendency
appeared: the voters Yes was
based on the positive attitude
towards
generally,

the

European

rather

than

Union
treaty-

specific outcomes.
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This also illustrates and better explains why Pro-European society, such as Yes side, finds it
difficult to promote and support the Treaty in its own right.

124

Despite the sharp and memorable slogans used by the No campaigners, the biggest
percentage of the reason for voting against the Lisbon Treaty was lack of knowledge (22% of
all answers), followed by the desire to protect Irish identity (12% of all answers). The chart
illustrates clearly wide range of determinants for No voters that were much more treatyspecific answers. Their concerns were comprised of the aspects that also have been strongly
promoted by opposition parties and groups of the treaty during referendum campaigns. By
voting against the treaty, Irish public demonstrated their lack of trust in politicians generally; a
wish to safeguard Irish neutrality in security and defence matters; the desire to keep an Irish
Commissioner in every Commission; the need to protect the Irish tax system (in each case,
6% of all answers) as well as interpreting their vote as a vote against a “unified Europe” (5%
of all answers). Importantly, these sensitive issues for the Irish electorate emerged as a
valuable information during the negotiation of the second referendum on Lisbon Treaty.
Another

imperative

perception by the No voters in
relation to the consequences of the
referendum was that impressive
76% of “no” voters supported the
view that rejection this time would
allow

the

Irish

government

to

renegotiate “exceptions” within the
treaty, whereas only 38% of “yes”
voters held this opinion.125
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As for the not voting part in the referendum were categorized as voluntary and
circumstantial abstention. The main reason for voluntary abstention was voluntary (63%). 46
% out of 63% did not vote due to the lack of knowledge of understanding the treaty.

126

Analyzing the socio-demographic profiles of the non-voters segment, statistics show that
younger people were reluctant to participate in the referendum unlike older generation. (64%
of the 18-24 year-olds abstained compared to less than a third of the 55+ age group, 31%).
Also, it is important to note that only 39% of the self-employed and 44% of non-working
individuals abstained. 127
Objectively assessing the Treaty Knowledge, Millward Brown IMS research provides
valuable information: respondents identified loss of Commissioner (for 5 of every 15 years) as
top of the list at 65%. Other key elements/themes of the Treaty were also identified. However,
the endorsement of ‘ending of Ireland’s right to decide its own corporate tax rate’ – 43%,
‘erosion of Irish neutrality’ – 42%, ‘end of control over abortion’ - 34%, and ‘introduction of
conscription to a European army’ – 33% as being elements of the Lisbon Treaty,
demonstrates the level of confusion that surrounded the Lisbon Treaty debate.
The main findings show that attempt of the government to deliver more information
about the European Union to the public by introducing the institution of a National Forum on
Europe since 2001 have failed to “bridge the gap between the largely pro-European elites and
the mass of Irish citizens”.128 Although Taoiseach was himself engaged in the debates about
the Lisbon Treaty,129 the forum lacked the adequacy of reporting about the European affairs.
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The same applies to the ‘Communicating Europe’ that could not find the common language
with Irish people to send concrete messages about Brussels issues.
Although the outcome shows increase negative answers for the new treaty, Irish
people demonstrate that there is a vital interest for the country to cooperate with European
Union. A significant majority (60%) of the electorate, and particularly among those who voted
in the referendum (68%), believe that Ireland’s interests are best pursued by remaining fully
involved within the EU.130 In this respect, respondents of the survey mentioned that the issue
of protection of workers’ rights as being “very important” more than any other issue.
Analyzing the factors and circumstances having impact on the electorate’s behavior,
we can state that rejection of the Lisbon Treaty did not mean the vote against the European
Union. However, some key areas revealed to be the most sensitive for the Irish people in
relation to the Europe to maintain their sovereignty and protect their national interests.
Finally, “while domestic politics played a role, it was only one factor among many. The
complexity just summarized is undeniable. Equally undeniable is the need to address the
issues and the underlying processes involved, not just now and not just in the run-up to a
referendum but on an on-going and long-term basis”, as stated in the governmental report of
referendum analysis: Attitudes and Behavior in the Referendum on the Treaty of Lisbon.131
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5.3 Key Issues of National Interest of Ireland
Comprehensive discussion of the referendum campaigns and the post-referendum
research findings gives a clear picture about Irish people’s attitude towards Ireland - EU
relationships backed up with its positive previous experience. On the other hand, concerns
about Europe’s impact on national level became evident. Several issues were considered in
the debate by Yes and No camps that fell under the national interests of the country including:
loss of Irish Commissioner, fears towards EU’s CFSP in regard to Irish neutrality, losing
control over tax policy, Charter of Fundamental Right’s influence on socio-ethical issues in
Ireland and workers’ rights. These topics have been actively used by the No campaign
leaders and negative consequences deriving from the Lisbon Treaty were emphasized. The
clear and sharp messages have shaped the public opinion around the treaty especially in the
circumstances when generally the level of knowledge of the treaty was very low. “Across all
focus groups the level of understanding of the Lisbon Treaty is best described as fairly
poor”.132 Later, government had to bring Irish public desire at EU negotiation table to bring the
positive outcomes for the country maintaining national sovereignty over sensitive issues for
Ireland.
In Ireland different understandings about the threats from Europe are not innovation
brought by the Lisbon Treaty. Nice Referendum of 2001 reflects the same concerns
mentioned in 2008 referendum. “No campaign’s arguments pertained to touchstones in Irish
Politics and Irish political culture, as well as to a particular perception of Ireland’s national
interest. Fears for the future of Ireland’s tradition of military neutrality, and fears that the
Treaty would open the door to liberal abortion laws were long-standing concerns in the
context of EU membership”. 133 Even earlier, at Maastricht referendum 1992, “Neutrality,
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sovereignty and independence, and the threat integration posed to traditional, Catholic values
were recurring motifs of the debate. The treat of possible conscription to a common European
army even mooted.”134
Neutrality – consequently, it is not surprisingly that issue of Neutrality became
extremely important matter in regard to the EU’s CFSP and Ireland was cautious about the
possible results that might be brought by the Lisbon Treaty. The argument was explicitly
supported by the Sinn Fein as well as PANA claiming that “cooperation on defense matters
between member states, Irish children could be conscribed to a European Army at some point
in the future.”135 Once the sensitive issue was concerned, negative perception of the Treaty
among Irish public might have established especially when the topic of neutrality emanates
from the historical perspective of the country. “In the 1930s Ireland became disillusioned with
the collapse of collective security in relation first to Manchuria and later Abyssinia, and
decided to remain neutral in an impending Second World War. Since that time Ireland
maintains a public stance of neutrality.”136
Loss of Commissioner – Another emotive issue for Ireland as a small country was to
have representation at EU level. This idea was advocated by the Sinn Fien Leader Gerry
Adams by the message “Save Our Commissioner – Vote No” reaching the people in Ireland.
Ireland insisted to maintain its role in the Commission securing more bargaining clout along
with other 27 countries in the Union. Garret Fitzgerald, former Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Ireland mentions that for the “Commission’s exclusive right of initiating Community legislation
is of crucial importance for the smaller member states, because it secures them against the
danger of larger states seeking to advance their own interests by determining the shape of
future EC Legislation. Therefore, a prime objective of Ireland’s EC policy must to preserve this
role of the Commission against any attempts to weaken it. Ever since then this has been a
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key element of Irish EC policy”137 However, it is also important to note that the argument was,
in fact, misleading. According to the existing Nice Treaty legally in force at that time, loss of
Commission representation is provided by early 2009, while according to the Lisbon Treaty
Commissioners would be capped at two-thirds of the number of member states after 2014.138
However, the “collective utilization of such a Treaty-defined ‘escape clause’ would provide the
Irish government with some leverage”139 at the EU negotiation table.
Socio-ethical Issues - Coir, catholic fundamentalist group, propagandized the idea
that Charter of Fundamental Rights would lead to the changes in Irish law on the abortion.
Targeting the traditional Catholics, Coir claimed that prostitution, euthanasia and gay
marriage might be legalized as well. Coir also tapped into the ‘anti-establishment, antiauthority and anti-politician’ mood in the country, as Irish Times of June 7 reported. Socio –
moral issues have been another point of the discussion during the previous referendums as
well as mentioned above.
Taxation Policy - Maintaining economic sovereignty through having control over
taxation policy was another idea advocated by the Libertas along with People’s movement No
camp. Due to the fact that low tax rates in the country greatly contributed to the economic
development, Irish people wanted to maintain the control over the taxation policy and have
economic sovereignty in this regard. No camps argued that Lisbon Treaty might intervene in
Irish tax policy as “harmonization must take place if it is necessary to avoid distortion of
competition". 140 A review of the provisions of the Treaty of Lisbon prepared by the People’s
movement stated: That national differences in company taxes constitute “distortions of
competition” would undoubtedly be the main argument after Lisbon for harmonizing indirect
taxes on companies, an issue that is especially sensitive in Ireland. The mandatory “shall
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adopt” makes it clear that there would be an obligation on member-states to harmonize
company taxes, even though there is now a requirement of unanimity, and some states,
including Ireland, are against any change.
Workers’ Rights – Although workers’ rights were not nominated as a matter of
concern among electorate, when asked which issues are important in light of the referendum,
Workers’ rights was nominated by Yes and No voters as well as abstainers as being the most
important issue, with 53% overall believing this to be very important. Furthermore, nearly half
(45%) believe that Ireland retaining control over its public services was very important. 141 The
welfare issues and social policy were highlighted by People’s Movement and the People
before Profit Alliance: “Lisbon offers no protection for workers rights and offers nothing to
millions of unemployed across Europe”.142 They emphasized strongly their view that the
Lisbon Treaty leads to the privatization of Public Services and it undermines workers' rights
"subservient to the free market". The argument was supported by other No camp groups:
Sinn Fein, Socialist Party. 143

5.4 Roadmap to the Second Referendum
Finding the solution from the impasse became a key priority for the Irish Government
as well as for the European Union. A new flow of negotiations have been launched to pave
the way forward and find a compromise between national and European levels. It was
obvious that European Political leaders would not allow the second ‘reflection period’ to take
place that has happened in the EU after Dutch and French No to the Constitutional Treaty.
Lisbon Treaty was ‘alive’ and 19 European countries having already ratified the treaty by that
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time could not have been underestimated. Summit for the next week was appointed,
engaging both sides in “a bout of frantic shuttle diplomacy”. 144
Two days before the European Council of June 19-20 would be held; the General
Affairs and External Relations Council discussed the referendum results. Irish Foreign Affairs
Minister, Micheál Martin at that time restrained from the offering immediate concrete
proposals: "The people's decision has to be respected and we have to chart a way through...
It is far too early for proffering any solutions or proposals. There are no quick fix solutions”. He
also stated that the reasons of the No were “far from clear”.145 General Affairs and External
Relations Council President, Slovenian Foreign Minister Dimitrij Rupel, said: “We regret what
has happened but we do not underestimate this event. Democracies have to respect the will
of the people. Most Member States believe the reforms are necessary,” he maintained.146
At European Council Meeting member states agreed to “take stock of the situation”
based on the evaluation that had to be provided by the Taoiseach Brian Cowen. The
European Council also agreed that more “time was needed to analyse the situation. It noted
that the Irish government will actively consult, both internally and with the other Member
States, in order to suggest a common way forward.” The next date for was set on September
2008.147 At Irish National Assembly Cowen said that he would “deal with what was the main
focus of the meeting from an Irish perspective – that is to say the issue of the Lisbon Treaty
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following the rejection the previous week by the Irish people of a proposal to amend our
Constitution to allow the Government ratify the Treaty”.148
Consequently, the Irish government focused on the results of the referendum and
commissioned a research project conducted by the Millward Brown IMS that provided the
comprehensive answer to the the question what were the ‘likely areas of concern’ for Irish
people in regard to the Lisbon Treaty. Additionally, Joint Committee on European Affairs
started to create a detailed report after examining number of significant issues. These official
statistics assisted the government to fill the gap in the knowledge of the referendum result
and give profound basement on which future plans could be built. It is also important to note
that Irish diplomats made consultations with Copenhagen focusing on the Danish experience
in regard to the opt outs from the Maastricht Treaty.149 In searching for the ‘common way
forward’ French President Nikolas Sarkozy, visited Dublin in July. Sarkozy denied pressuring
the Irish initiatives,150 however, noticed that the country had to find the solution as under
French Presidency Lisbon Treaty impasse had to be solved.
At October European Council meeting was agreed that Irish government would
continue consultations with the Council of Ministers’ legal service on the drafting possible
declarations on Ireland and the Lisbon Treaty. Taoiseach also represented the analysis of the
referendum results. “On that basis, the European Council agreed to return to this matter at its
meeting in December 2008 with a view to defining the elements of a solution and a common
path to be followed”. 151
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The role of the Joint Committee on European Affairs, that closely monitored
developments within the European Union since November 1995, became crucial as Ireland
had a critical juncture in its relationship with the Europe. A special subcommittee of the
Oireachtas Joint Committee on European Affairs was established in October 2008 to “build
the consensus among all parties on Ireland’s future in Europe”.152

In November

subcommittee report ‘Ireland’s future in the European Union: Challenges, Issues and Options’
was submitted suggesting that Ireland hold second referendum on a modified treaty of Lisbon.
“No legal obstacle appears to exist to having a referendum either on precisely the same issue
as that dealt with on 12 June or some variation thereof”.153 The report reaffirmed the crucial
importance for Ireland to be at the heart of Europe and maintain this position. Although it
reflected number of sensitive areas of national sovereignty for Ireland, subcommittee claimed
that “it was unadvisable to negotiated opt-outs from Lisbon, as “they can potentially mean
Ireland losing its right to shape and influence key policy areas. The implications of choosing
such a course of action should be thoroughly examined”.154

In addition, the Sub-Committee commissioned another paper about Ireland’s Future in
the EU: Scenarios and Implications aiming at proposing different alternatives how the Lisbon
Treaty ratification in Ireland should proceed. With the aim to “identify the range of options
available to the Government regarding Ireland’s relationship with the European Union and, in
particular, the Lisbon Treaty”155 3 proposals were initiated: Scenarios involving a renewed
attempt at ratification; Scenarios whereby Ireland does not ratify the Treaty and other Member
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States opt to retain a 27-state approach; Scenarios whereby Ireland does not ratify the Treaty
and other Member States seek to progress without Irish involvement.
Different scholars have contributed to the working model how the process should
proceed after the Irish No to the Lisbon Treaty. Charles Grant focused on 3 possible
scenarios: first, Irish government decided to hold a second referendum; second, the EU
governments could use the Croatian accession treaty to help their salvage operation; and
according to the third scenario, if Ireland again says No, country might get a semi-detached
status.156 John O’ Brennan focused on 4 possible alternatives: Option one was to ignore the
referendum result and proceed to ratify the Lisbon Treaty by statute of the Oireachtas;
Second scenario meant to ratify parts of the Lisbon Treaty by legislation with a further
referendum to follow on defined issues; Another alternative proposed a second referendum
on the substantive issue of whether to remain a member of the EU or not and the last choice
was to hold second referendum with assurances on tax, CFSP, abortion and Ireland’s
institutional position attached as declarations to the Lisbon Treaty or with new opt-out
protocols attached.157 The last option was the exactly the model of cooperation worked out by
the European Union and Ireland in order to advance the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty in
Ireland.

5.5 Legal Guarantees for Ireland
December session of the European Council appeared as a milestone that determined
the concrete steps to meet the challenge of the Lisbon Treaty ratification in Ireland. “All signs
indicated that the Brussels Summit will agree to the Irish proposals and provide Dublin with
some crucial room for manoeuvre as it embarks on a second referendum campaign.”
Following the consultations and research projects that identified the Irish concerns, the
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government the presented its requirements at the meeting of heads of member states. As a
result of the requirement, the Council agreed on the following issues:
Commissioner to be retained: On the composition of the Commission, the European
Council recalls that the Treaties currently in force require that the number of Commissioners
be reduced in 2009. The European Council agrees that provided the Treaty of Lisbon enters
into force, a decision will be taken, in accordance with the necessary legal procedures, to the
effect that the Commission shall continue to include one national of each Member State.
Guarantee on Taxation: nothing in the Treaty of Lisbon makes any change of any
kind, for any Member State, to the extent or operation of the Union's competences in relation
to taxation.
Guarantee on Neutrality: the Treaty of Lisbon does not prejudice the security and
defence policy of Member States, including Ireland's traditional policy of neutrality, and the
obligations of most other Member States.
Guarantee on ethical issues: a guarantee that the provisions of the Irish Constitution
in relation to the right to life, education and the family are not in any way affected by the fact
that the Treaty of Lisbon attributes legal status to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights or
by the justice and home affairs provisions of the said Treaty.
Workers' Rights: the high importance attached to the issues, including workers' rights,
set out in paragraph (d) of Annex 1 will be confirmed.158
In light of the Commitments agreed at the European Council, Ireland took the
responsibility to complete the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty by the end of the term of the
Commission at that time.
That unanimous agreement represented “an extremely encouraging response to the
concerns of the Irish people”,
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on Wednesday 17 December 2008 on the outcome of the December European Council. This
agreement apparently demonstrated a political compromise reached at the EU level as a
result of intensive consultations and negotiations.
In order to secure the guarantees for Ireland, European Council Meeting in June 2009
was held, becoming the key development in the preparation for the holding a second
referendum. At this Summit European Council set the arrangements compatible with the
treaty and made the final decisions on legal guarantees to be adopted. The Heads of State or
Government of 27 Member states of the EU decided that Annex 1 of the Treaty of Lisbon
containing guarantees for Ireland about Right to Life, Family and Education (Section A),
Taxation (Section B), Security and Defence (Section C)160 would “at the time of the conclusion
of the next accession Treaty, set out the provisions of the annexed Decision in a Protocol to
be attached, in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements, to the Treaty on
European Union and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union”. Also Solemn
Declaration on Workers' Rights, Social Policy and other issues (Annex 2) and unilateral
declaration of Ireland (Annex 3) would become part of the treaty by means of protocol. In
addition an important agreement was reached among the Member States that after Lisbon
Treaty enters into force, a decision would be taken, in accordance with the necessary legal
procedures, to the effect that the Commission shall continue to include one national of each
Member State.161
Institute for International and European Affairs in the document ‘Lisbon - The Irish
Guarantees Explained’ mentions: “The Guarantees respect the two key conditions identified
by the Member States: (1) the Lisbon Treaty remains unaltered (as to amend it would require
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other Member States to re-ratify the Treaty, which could be politically difficult in certain
countries); (2) that concerns voiced by Irish voters are directly addressed in the form of legally
binding clarifications on sensitive areas of Irish sovereignty.”162
As a result of the intensive negotiations that aimed to overcome the challenges related
to the Lisbon Treaty ratification in Ireland, the date for the second referendum was set.
“Taoiseach Brian Cowen confirmed the Lisbon Treaty referendum will take place on Friday,
October 2 nd” as legislation to allow it go ahead – the 28th Amendment of the Constitution
(Treaty of Lisbon) Bill 2009 – had already passed all stages in the Dáil. 163

5.5 Ireland approves the Lisbon Treaty by Second Referendum
Once the second referendum was confirmed Irish Government pledged to develop
more dynamic and proactive strategy to fight for the Yes votes compared to the first
referendum campaign. New website was launched “The EU Matters” that targeted to the wide
audience of Irish Public. It has explained the importance of the EU for Ireland, delivered the
historical overview of the relationship; it showed benefits for the country and European
Union’s role on the global level.164 The government has also created the White Paper that
provided a comprehensive summery and analysis of the main points of the treaty and focused
on the major issues raised during the first referendum. The publication was widely distributed.
In addition, department of the Foreign Affairs made a number of official documents available
online to make the information better accessible for the public. 165
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The Referendum Commission chaired by a senior judge Frank Clarke was also more
visible and active during 2009 referendum compared to the previous year. The Commission’s
primary goal was to deliver factual information about the treaty as well as to encourage
people to vote and leave the free space for the society to make up their minds. It was
especially important in the circumstances when “political parties and campaigning groups
were putting forward various arguments about the likely consequences of the referendum
decision.”166
No camps in the second referendum have maintained their positions. However, the EP
elections had an impact on the camps formation. Since Declan Ganley, the founder of
Libertas did not win the seat in European Parliament in June 2009, he kept his word not to
participate in No camps again.167 Although he reaffirmed his position after losing the election,
lately he decided to re-enter the fray and oppose the Lisbon Treaty referendum again.168 The
main argument of the No side this time was that treaty would reduce the Irish minimum
wages. Coir emphasized the issue of unemployment, reduction of minimum wages that might
have been negative consequences of the Lisbon Treaty. Sinn Fain was again opposed to the
treaty: “The Lisbon Treaty was a bad deal for Ireland when it was presented to the people last
year and it remains the very same bad deal.”
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The argument was backed by the People’s

before Profit alliance and insisted that No vote of Irish people needs to be respected.170
The governing coalition parties, Fianna Fail and the Greens, and the two main
opposition groups, Fine Gael and Labour, supported the ratification of the treaty. Greens
Party that was neutral during the 2008 referendum campaign, this time was strongly
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supporting the treaty ratification. It is also important to note that government was deeply
engaged in the promotional campaigns for the Lisbon treaty. Taoiseach appeared before the
cross-party European Affairs Committee, where he explained his position and further
elaborated on the legal guarantees.171 With participation of parties with different stances the
debates actively continued during the Campaign.
Furthermore, there was more civil society engagement in these activities rather than
previous year camps. Industrialists, most trade unions, farmers and civil society groups were
supporting the Yes vote. IBEC Director of the EU and International Affairs Brendan Butler
stated that "the Treaty’s successful ratification is more important now than ever. The outcome
of the next referendum will define Ireland’s future relationship with Europe, and therefore with
the world at large.”172 SFA and ISME also encouraged their members to vote in favour of the
referendum.173 “Ireland for Europe” group, that played an important role in winning Ireland’s
second referendum on Nice, has reformed under the leadership of Pat Cox, a former
president of the European Parliament.174 The group provided the arguments why people
should vote in favour and encouraged Yes voters “to ensure that Ireland remains a central
member of the EU”.175 The Brussels also mobilized the needed resources to overcome the
challenge that appeared in Irish first referendum and support the second referendum in the
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country. A group “Europe for Ireland” was formed in Brussels in order to attract the support
and funding for the Yes – campaigns.176
The changing economic situation cannot be underestimated. The Financial crisis had a
negative impact on the Ireland’s economy resulting in a drop in the GDP. In his interview Pat
Cox, former EP President and the leader of Ireland for Europe Alliance, mentioned that “a
small economy, in these big economic storms, benefits from being in a safe harbour.”177 This
argument was also strongly used by the government while appealing the electorate to vote
Yes. Taoiseach Brian Cowen stated that it was “an absolute must” for Ireland in order to
enjoy economic recovery.
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Opinion Polls have been intensively conducted reflecting the greater upturn in support
of the Lisbon Treaty. According to the Sunday Independent / Quantum Research poll in April
Support for the Lisbon Treaty remains steady, with 54 per cent of those polled expressing
their intention to vote 'yes'. 24% said they will vote 'no' and 22% had no opinion. However,
there is a fall in popularity for Ireland’s governing party due to the economic crisis.179
In July IBEC survey of CEO’s opinions on Ireland’s international reputation as a result
of first Lisbon rejection showed that 84% believed last year’s No to Lisbon Treaty damaged
Ireland’s image internationally.180 Research poll by Sunday Independent/Quantum in
September, just few days before the referendum, showed a significant lead for the Yes
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campaign in the Lisbon Treaty referendum, with 68 per cent now saying they will vote in
favour of the treaty, while just 17 per cent say they will vote No, and those who are
undecided, or will not vote, amount to just 15 per cent. 181
The outcome of the referendum was closed to the anticipated result from the opinion
polls: Ireland voted in favour of the Treaty by a final margin of 67.1% to 32.9%. It was the
highest Yes vote in a referendum on Europe since the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992. The
turnout was also the highest in a European referendum since the original vote on joining the
then EEC in 1972.182 This event put an end to the 1 year political challenge that was caused
by the Lisbon Treaty ratification in Ireland and the decision was welcome by the political elites
across the Europe.
What motivated the Irish electorate to vote Yes in the second referendum? As Foreign
Minister of Ireland, Michael Martin noted: “The legally-binding guarantees secured by the
Government in June on taxation, ethical questions and our traditional policy of military
neutrality, taken together with the new commitment on the Commissioner and the Solemn
Declaration on Workers’ Rights, were I believe crucial to today’s outcome.” However, Finance
Minister, Brian Lenihan, said that the result was “an essential first step towards economic
recovery”. 183 Analytical Report of Flash Eurobarometer October 2009 provides a
comprehensive picture analyzing different aspects of the referendum. According to the
research findings the most common answer to the question why they voted ‘yes’ was that it
was “in the best interest of Ireland”(32%). Others argument was that it would help the Irish
economy (23%), as for the 18% said that Ireland gets a lot of benefit from the EU. The
reasons for voting 'yes' in the 2009 referendum differed from reasons in the 2008 referendum,
although in both surveys 'yes' voters emphasized Ireland's interests and the Treaty's ability to
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maintain access to EU membership benefits.184 The major determinant of No voters this time
was the desire to “protect Irish identity and sovereignty” (17%). The second reason was “lack
of trust in politicians”(10%).185 In comparison to the first referendum on Lisbon Treaty, it is
essential to mention that two-thirds (67%) of respondents reported finding the ‘yes’ campaign
more convincing, and less than a fifth (18%) said the ‘no’ campaign was more convincing. 186
The government managed to convince the electorate after long political debates,
cautious considerations and planning and even managed to secure special guarantees for the
country in special areas concerned by the Irish people. “It demonstrated that the European
Union was ready to listen, and to react,” said European Commission President José Manuel
Barroso after second referendum. He also stated: October 2 is “a great day, for Ireland and
for Europe. I want to congratulate the Irish people on reaching their overwhelming decision
after such long and careful deliberation.”187
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6. Liberal Intergovernmentalism
There are widely acknowledged diverse theoretical approaches attempting to explain
the European Integration. Liberal Intergovernmentalism designed by Andrew Moravcsik
provides its unique prism of understanding the states interaction at EU level. The theory is
built on the domain of ‘Intergovernmentalism’ school but with much more “sophisticated and
rigorous

theoretical underpinning”. 188 Discussing “institutionalized

coordination”189 Moravcsik

international policy

brings together Liberal Theory of national preference formation

on the assumption of state rationality, a bargaining theory of international negotiations, and a
functional theory of institutional choice.190
Liberal Intergovernmentalism implies the ‘rationalistic framework’ in the international
cooperation. Rationalism is understood as “an individualist or agency theory, which required
an explanation of, first, actor preferences and, second, collective outcomes as a result of
aggregated individual actions based on these preferences”. Therefore, ‘rational choice’ of
countries is a central to understanding the theory. Based on the notion that “states act
rationally or instrumentally in pursuit of relatively stable and well-ordered interests at any
given point in time,”191 EC negotiations are divided into three stages: national preference
formation, interstate bargaining, and the choice of international institutions.
National preference formation takes place from the perspective of domestic politics and
confirms the Intergovernmentalism view which states that “national interests arise in the
context of the sovereign state’s perception of its relative position in the states system”.192
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In this regard, a government acts at international level according to the national
interests of the country, “goals that are defined domestically.”193 However, rational state
behavior does not appear from the fixed preferences but as a result of the dynamic political
processes at domestic level. Usually, preferences are identified by the pressure of the
domestic groups’ objectives aggregated through political institutions. Therefore, the national
interest “emerge through domestic political conflict as societal groups compete for political
influence, national and transnational coalitions form, and new policy alternatives are
recognized by governments”.194 In this way they also contribute to the formation of foreign
policy of the state.
Moravcsik

argues that national preferences may fall under two broad issues:

Geopolitical interests that reflect “perceived threats to national sovereignty or territorial
integrity, whether military or ideological”195 and economic interests, when countries cooperate
to reduce “negative international policy externalities”.196

As analysis of the Amsterdam

Intergovernmental Conference reveals the national preference formation might be shaped
through issue-specific interdependence as well. 197
“Groups articulate preferences, governments aggregate them”.198 This interaction is
embedded in principal agent relations while governments bring these interests at international
negotiation with the ultimate goal to maximize the distributional benefits of the negotiation for
the country. On the other hand, governments’ primary interest is to keep them in the office
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that is guaranteed by the support of a coalition of domestic voters, parties, interest groups
and bureaucracies. 199
Once national interests are brought at EU negotiation table interstate, bargaining is
defined by Moravcsik

as “the process of international collective choice through which

potential agreements are identified and one is selected”.200 In this regard, two challenges
appear: efficiency of negotiations and distributional implications of interstate bargaining.
However, the result of the cooperation depends on the relative bargaining power of the actors
that is a result of “the asymmetrical distribution of information and benefits of a specific
agreement.”201
In interstate negotiation three determinants of bargaining power are pointed out:
Unilateral policy alternative, when there is a credible threat of non-agreement and
government may reject the cooperation in favour of better options; Alternative coalitions by
excluding other parties;202 and Potential for compromise and linkages “with marginal gains in
some issue-areas that is more important to some than to others.”203 Consequently, “the
binding constraint on major bargains lay in the willingness of the most recalcitrant
governments to compromise. To maintain the unity of negotiations, bargains came down in
the end to decisions by chief executives from those countries”. 204
Supply demand interaction of domestic preferences and interstate bargaining is
concisely illustrated in Putnam’s well known “Two- Level Game” metaphor. The idea implies
simultaneous negotiations at domestic and international level by the statesman. Level 1
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represents the bargaining stage between the negotiators, leading to a tentative agreement,
and level 2 includes separate discussions within each group of constituents about whether to
ratify the agreement.205 Consequently, at national level governments are pressured by
domestic groups’ interests, and “politicians seek power by constructing coalitions among
these groups”, at international level national governments attempt to make commitments that
would not have unfavorable affect on domestic politics.206 “Win-set” between these levels is
possible, when concerns and interests of both sides overlap, the larger each win-set, the
more opportunity to overlap. Putnam mentions the main determinants of the win-set:
preferences and coalitions among constituents at second level; political institutions
domestically and negotiator’s strategy.207
The key player linking national and international level with “double-edged” diplomacy is
a statesman. The role of the chief negotiator is crucial as it also have a veto on possible
arrangements. The executive tries to reflect “calculations of constraints and opportunities on
both domestic and international board”.208
Interaction between national and international level is strengthened by the Choice of
Institutions, the third stage of theory of Liberal Intergovernmentalism. Moravcsik

does not

agree with the common assumption that supranational institutions do not fit in the
Intergovernmentalist approach as institutional structure of the EC is acceptable for the
countries as long as it strengthens their control over domestic affairs. Moravcsik

discusses
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institutions from functional regime theory which implies that institutions are passive,
transaction reducing mechanisms.209
EU has emerged as a unique organization where pooling sovereignty through QMV
and delegation of powers to the institutions happens. To the question what determines
governments desire to reform the institutions, Moravcsik

provides different theoretical

insights of this choice: ideological decision is made up by the governments who support for
federalist view of the EU, therefore, they wish to delegate more power; Delegation might be
also required due to the technocratic reasons to settle technically complex issues through
high performing expertise and coordination. Finally, sovereignty delegation might be justified
in the situations when future is uncertain. Credible Commitments ‘lock in’ member states “in
compliance with particular arrangements or relative influence over future decisions”.210
In conclusion the theory argues that national interests matter and play an important
role in the process of European Integration. At International level governments adopt
positions based on the rational calculations of the costs and benefits for social groups and
public opinion and bargain for the best outcome of the substantive cooperation.
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7. Explaining Referendum as a Negotiation Tool through Liberal Intergovernmentalism
“The simple fact is that the pursuit of national interests remains at the
heart of the EU. The challenge is to be aware of national interest…,
to accommodate them, and to encourage their gradual sea-change”
(McDonagh, 1998, page: 14-16)211

Irish Referendums on the Lisbon Treaty emerges as one of the clear patterns revealing
how much domestic politics may impact on the development of the European Integration
process. The rejection of the reform treaty by the first referendum posed a big political
challenge to the European cooperation of 27 countries and actually hindered the reform
course of the European Union. The subsequent strategies imposed both by the government
and the union draws interesting implications of the political context.
After rejecting the treaty by the first referendum, Ireland could receive guarantees that
would preserve the sovereignty over national interests of the country. Therefore, we would
like to address the issue of the referendum role at international cooperation. How the Irish
referendum outcome influenced the interstate negotiation afterwards? In other words, can
domestic constraints of ratification, as a result of the referendum shaping the governmental
preferences in the EU member state, expand the negotiating power of the country at
interstate bargaining?
While treaty-making process in the European Union may be regarded as a “process
rather than event”212 (process versus static approach), the ‘black box’ of national interest of
the member states plays a crucial role. It “cut across the different levels of national interest
representation, involving both politicians (at the ministerial and at the prime ministerial level)
and officials”213. Furthermore, the process may be highly influenced by the public opinion as
Irish case shows.
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“Firstly, to hold the referendum on EU treaty reform increases the risk that the reform
will be rejected.”214 But once “a measure has been passed through a referendum it is often
politically unacceptable (or legally prohibited) to change it without another referendum… If
legislation is passed by the public, it can be changed by the public”.215 We have discussed in
details the dynamics of the Lisbon Treaty referendums in Ireland providing the factual
information from the first pre-referendum campaigns to the main findings of the second
referendum. We assume that first referendum result that had shaped the domestic
preferences in regard to the Lisbon Treaty enhanced the negotiation power of the country at
interstate bargaining at European Council Meetings afterwards and managed to secure the
national interests of Ireland.
In order to comprehensively respond to the research question of the paper, we provide
the analysis of this particular case-study through

the framework

of the Liberal

Intergovernmentalism theory including “2 Level-Game” metaphor that can provide a valuable
explanation of the interaction between domestic and international level with the possible best
outcomes for the national interests of the participating countries. We address the first and
second stage of negotiations implied in the Liberal Intergovernmentalism approach: National
preference formation and interstate bargaining. However, the choice of Institutions is not
relevant for our case.
‘National preference formation’ in Ireland took place during the first referendum in
2008. While national preferences are identified as the pressure from domestic groups
according to the liberal Intergovernmentalism, in this case political parties, civil society,
private individuals, and different interest groups have played a key role in pre-referendum
campaigns that had an impact on the public opinion formation. The key points that have
emerged as crucial in Ireland if Lisbon Treaty was adopted revealed in the post-referendum
research findings and each of these issues have been strongly propagated by the referendum
camps. These issues became the domestic preferences with the relationship of the European
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Union once new treaty would come into force: neutrality, loss of Commissioner, socio-ethical
issues, taxation policy and workers’ rights.
With the desire to protect Irish Identity Irish public claimed that neutrality of the country
in regard to the new treaty should have been preserved. The argument was supported by the
Sinn Fien and PANA during the campaign; Socio-ethical issues should not have impacted by
the new Charter of Fundamental Rights especially on the abortion, prostitution, euthanasia
and gay marriage that was emphasized by the catholic Coir group; Taxation policy that have
largely contributed to the economic progress of the country should be unchanged as claimed
by the one of the strongest camps, Libertas; Workers’ rights to be protected according to the
domestic regulations was promoted by People’s Movement and the People before Profit
Alliance; Commissioner to be kept was lobbied by the Sinn Fien leader Gerry Adams. (see
chapter 5.4) Exactly these issues were brought at the EU negotiation table in the upcoming
European Council meetings.
We operationalise the national preferences as issues “shaped through contention
among domestic political groups,… that states seek to realize through world politics.”216
“Preferences of national governments in European Integration are mainly issue-specific.
Insofar as European integration has been predominantly economic so far, so have state
preferences.”217 In the race of rapidly developing globalization, we may argue, that these
issues have become wider. In Irish case, they mostly referred to the sensitive areas of the
Irish traditions and identity for the country.
Once liberal Intergovernmentalism claims that societal groups articulate preferences at
domestic level due to their identity, interests and influence, the strategic use of referendums
may be relevant. “In theory, referendums are designed to permit citizens to make decisions
about public policy, but in practice referendums are used strategically by governments or
groups seeking not to turn decision making over to citizens, but to persuade voters to ratify
the position favored by the referendum’s sponsor. The power of elites to set the agenda and
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to define the choices facing citizens must therefore be given prominence in any discussion of
the referendum.”218
This argument might be appropriate if we take into account the strengths of the both
campaigns on the Yes and No side. Later, a large majority of Irish voters (68%) said the “no”
campaign was the most convincing; even a majority of “yes” voters felt that way (57%).219 On
the other hand, funding had an important impact on the camps positions. For example,
Ganley spent in his anti-lisbon campaign more than the three largest Irish political parties
together.220
Most importantly, while government claimed that the Lisbon Treaty ratification was in
their highest political interest, the Yes campaign was many times described as “totally
defensive, late and weak.”221 “Indeed, in some ways there was a sort of withdrawal of the
political elites who wanted a Yes vote. They didn’t campaign, and when they did campaign,
they were on the backfoot as they were always responding to points the No campaigners
raised – and people just didn’t believe them,” mentioned Jane O’Mahony, lecturer at the
University of Kent and co-author of “Ireland and the European Union” in her Interview. 222 “The
government lost the referendum because it left its campaign – for what it was worth – too late,
leaving the field open to disparate “No’ campaigns with their various agendas”,223 writes Irish
Independent, August, 2008.
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Another important aspect of the referendum was the perception of the expected
consequences by the public that could be embedded in the strategic voting and the role of the
referendum. Among focus groups of the Milward poll respondents there was a general feeling
that “the Irish people were going to be asked to vote again, sooner or later, whether on the
same or on a revised document. Although many had voted No simply through lack of
understanding, and some were prepared to consider changing their minds if the same
document were presented with clearer explanations, the general consensus at the time, was
that if presented unchanged it could result in an even more negative result.”224
Furthermore, Sinn Fein’s campaigning slogan “Vote No for a better deal”225 reflected in
the electorate’s understanding: “no” camp, voters thought that the result would put Ireland in a
strong position to renegotiate the treaty, to allow Ireland to maintain its neutrality and to keep
its tax system (all backed by three-quarters of voters or more); 226 and impressive 76% of “no”
voters supported the view that the “no” vote would allow the Irish government to renegotiate
“exceptions” within the treaty.227
This was what actually happened at the international negotiation table of 27 countries
of the European Union. At this stage, where government bargain for the advantage on the
basis of their national preferences and power as stated in the Liberal Intergovernmentalist
approach, the Irish government was granted with stronger negotiation leverage due to the
national constraints of ratification revealing the key points of the treaty as obstacles.
Interstate bargaining took place at European Council meetings that gathered heads of
the states and government of all member states of the European Union at the negotiation
table in June, October, December 2008 and June 2009. At interstate bargaining the head of
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the Ireland had a stronger negotiation power addressing the concerns of the Irish people and
was in a position to promote and secure the national interests of the country. It was the place
where the comprehensive outcome was supposed to be found in response to the EU citizens’
interests. The Irish government could argue that ”it had taken seriously the reservations
expressed by the Irish citizens about some aspects of the European Integration process and
acted to protect Irish Interests. It would go into a second referendum campaign on the back of
securing EU agreement on maintaining permanent representation for all member states on
the Commission;”228

In addition, emphasizing the tightness and inflexibility of domestic

constraints negotiation on the securing the special benefits for the country could be held.
Domestic Constraint of ratification was evident, electorate voted against the treaty
having distributional effects on international bargain. In fact, this could be named as
involuntary defection according to the Putnam theory as domestic groups override or subvert
agreement supported by a statesman.”229 On the other hand, national preferences of the
country were clear and specific areas were singled out that could lead to the reaching certain
compromises at EU level.
Interstate negotiation over treaty-making issues we have operationalised as
“bargaining game over the precise terms of mutually beneficial cooperation. In such
bargaining games, the configuration of (domestically determined) national preferences
defines a “bargaining space” of potentially ratifiable agreements – all which are equilibrium
outcomes, that is, all governments prefer them to unilateral or coalitional alternatives”,230 as
stated in the Liberal Intergovernmentalist approach.
Robert Putnam brings interesting notion of “win-set” at international negotiations. “Each
state is assumed to have a ”win-set”, defined as the set of potential agreements that would be
ratified by domestic constituencies in a straight up-or-down vote against the status quo of “no
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agreement”. With increases in the benefits of an agreement or the costs of no agreement, the
win-set expands. The statesman acts ad the agent for the policy, but is constrained only by
the win-set – that is, by the nature of the agreements that the domestic polity would ratify”. 231
“Win-set” could lead to the compromise between the European Union and the Irish
Government as both sides clearly had an interest in reaching agreement. In this case “a
differential in the relative size of the win-sets shifts the distribution of costs and benefits in
favour of the player with the more constrained win-set” that is confirmed in Irish case as well.
On the other hand, issue linkages played an important role: “due to the turmoil in
financial markets, Ireland’s economic future cannot be contemplated seriously outside of EU
structures”.232 Economic crisis, in fact, contributed to the changing context of the negotiation
as Ireland’s particular interest to cooperate with Europe was evident.
Compromise was reached at the interstate bargaining and as a result of the domestic
preferences the Irish government received the legal guarantees by adopting binding
declarations on neutrality; the right to life, education and the family; and taxation preserving
the sovereignty over national interests. In addition, solemn declaration on workers’ rights was
adopted and Council agreed to keep the one national of each Member State in the
Commission. 233
With special arrangements the second referendum was held in Ireland in October
2009, this time with the active role of the government during the campaigning in favour of the
treaty. After referendum

67% of respondents reported finding the ‘yes’ campaign more

convincing, and less than a fifth (18%) said the ‘no’ campaign was more convincing. This is
almost a complete turnaround from the 2008 situation where 67%, including even ‘yes’ voters,
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were more convinced by the ‘no’ campaign and only 15% said they were persuaded by the
‘yes’ campaign.234
In conclusion, the special guarantees facilitated the winning of the second referendum
in favour of the Lisbon Treaty as the possibility of the renegotiation on certain provisions was
already anticipated from the first referendum.

235

The referendum played a key role to expand

the negotiation power of the member state at EU bargaining as Irish case confirms.
Therefore, we hypothesize that domestic constraint of ratification as a result of the
referendum can impact on international negotiation and it can be used as a negotiation tool at
interstate bargaining on behalf of the national interests. Consequently, the hypothesis of the
work by Hug and Konig236 and later by Hug and Schulz about referendum, that it strengthens
the negotiating position of member states holding referendum before the IGC237, is also
applicable and relevant at the stage of treaty-ratification.
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8. Conclusion
The idea of this paper has been to explain how the Lisbon Treaty was adopted
focusing on the ratification of the treaty in Ireland by the public voting that eventually lead us
to the interesting interaction of the national politics with international level. The meticulous
examination of the domestic political peculiarities resulting in the ratification constraints, helps
us to better understand this ‘2 level’ relationship and more precisely, bargaining power of the
country at EU level managing to influence the outcome than expected.
In theoretical terms we have applied to the first 2 stages of the negotiation according to
the Liberal Intergovernmentalism that provided a profound framework for better discussion of
the political process. Case-study of Irish referendums on Lisbon Treaty appeared as one of
the clear examples of domestic politics having impact on the development of the European
Integration process. We have discussed the first referendum in the prism of the National
Preference formation based on the notion of state-society relations, where elites, political
parties and different interest groups contributed to the shaping the preferences through prereferendum campaigns. As a result, key issues of the national interests of Ireland appeared
that was backed up by the traditions and identity of the Irish people.
Once treaty was rejected the domestic constraint of ratification was clear. On the one
hand, statesman held the responsibility to promote Irish interests at EU interstate bargaining
under the pressure of domestic groups and public opinion. On the other hand, the EU was
striving to enforce the treaty putting the end of the constitutional challenge of the union. At
European Council Meeting, in December 2008, Legal guarantees were adopted for Ireland in
order to preserve the national sovereignty of the country in particular areas. The special
guarantees met the expectations of the Irish people who followed the logic of “Vote no for a
Better Yes”238.
We conclude that domestic constraints of ratification as a result of the first referendum
shaping the national preferences in regard to the Lisbon Treaty enhanced the negotiation
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power of the country at interstate bargaining. If a new offer for Ireland would not be
negotiated, the failure would be inevitable. This context actually facilitated the process of
Interstate bargaining where Ireland obtained concessions on behalf of the national interests of
the country. Therefore, we argue that due to the domestic constraints of ratification as a result
of referendum shaping the national preferences of the country contributed to the expanding
negotiation power of the country at the EU interstate bargaining. Ireland managed to bargain
for the compromise with 26 other member states of the European Union.
In the end we generalize the hypothesis assuming that a referendum can be used as a
negotiation tool at interstate bargaining and the statement by Hug and Schulz that
governments having referendum before the IGC realize more negotiation gains,239 is
applicable in the case of Treaty Ratification as well.
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